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HOLLAND,
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Situ
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MICH.,

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

Common

NO.

Gfi4.

fanta MargueritaMarla, daughter ef

lomciAL.J
v..-, etc. ; ProprletorofDr.
;
8t.

WHOLE

1884,

6,

King

Phillip of Spain, who was Valaiquez’a

Oonnoil.

VahDik BiBo’sFemlly Medlcinei Rim

patron and friend. The engraving, which
Holland, Mich., Dec. 2, 1864,
The Common Council met In regular session, by permission of the editor of the CenA
n.‘
HollandCItyLodge, No. 192. IndependentOrderand was calledte order by the Mayor.
tury appears in 8t. Nicholasin advance of
ineea.
Members present: Mavor Beacb, Aldermen Ter
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
* PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
Fellows Hall , Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Evening Vree. Rose. Beukems. Bnrgera, Werkman. Boyd Its publication in the, other magaxlne, ie
ruraitura.
of each week
and tbe clerk.
one of a series of engravings from the
Visltlngbrothers
arecordiallyl nvited .
I Minntes of the last thfte meetings were read and
BYBK,
BROUWER
&
CO., DeMera ln all
works of the old masters, now being made
L.
D.
Baldus,
N.
G.
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
approved.
1M kinds
kindsof Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
William Bauxqartel, R. S.
Aid.
Ranters
here
appeared
and
took
bis
seat.
in Europe for the Century by Mr. T. Cole.
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.: River st.
fXTlTIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
r. a a. x.
OiMral Dsaliri.
Editor and PMlthtr.
The following bills were presented for payment:
A Startling Diicovery.
A RigulabC ommunicatlonof Uxitt Lodq*.
YrAN PUTTBN G„ A SONS., General Dealers No. 191.F. A A.M..willbeheldatMasonic Hall
Mr.
Wm.
JahuaoD, of Huron, Dak.,
Term* of Snbaerlptioa:
rlUUv) f A-Uv , _ - --- —
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if and Caps, Flour. Provisions,etc. ; River street. evenings, Jan. 9, Feb.
‘ 0,
", March
marcu o,
5, nym
April v,
9, maj
May 7,
i, yds clay and gravel, $5.07: Cappon A Bertecb writes that hit wife hid been troubled
June 4, July 2. Aug. 8. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29. Leather Co., stone for crossings,$8_. 11 Peninspaid at three months, and $2.00 if
Nov. 28, Dec. 31. St, John's days June 24, and ular Gas Light Co. 1 doz. burners and 1 lb. emery, with scute Bronchitis for many yean, and
lotsls.
paid at six mont/ie.
$12.90;Holland City Bank, 92 dye Interest on
water luna
loan, fws.w;
noumg tv
ucrt;uui»,29 that all remedies tried gave no permanent
Water
bind loan,
$124.00; Kpnlng
A Bershnls,
R. B. Bibt, W.M.
rilTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
The onlr first-lass Hotel in the city. Is D.L.Botd.Ssc’v.
relief, until be procured a bottle ef Dr.
JOB PMHTOtB ftolDUnili Nsatly EiecilM
located in the business center of the town, and has
King’s New Discovery for consumption,
as
marshal.
$25.00:
O.
Verschure,
sal.
as
treasaier,
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
$22.91 : P. OkBrlde, sal. as city attorney, $6.25;
State. Free
____ bus
__ in connectionwith the Hotel.
coughs, nod colds, which had a magical
K. pcnauueiee,
n.
Scnaddelee,ho
48 unje
days serviceas u^s
supervisor,
vswai
10-ly
One aqoare of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for Holland, Mich.
effect, nod produced a permanentcure.
first insertion,and 25 cents for each snbftqnent
insertionfor any period under three mouths*
T)H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
^4 ; Mm. M. D. Howard, wood for waterworks, Ills guaranteed to cure all Diseases of
8 a. I fi >. I 1 t.
Try “Margareta,”Alfred Wright’s new
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
.18;’W.U. TelegraphCo., telegrams, $9.71; M
Throat, Langs, or BronchialTubes.
850 5 001 8 00 has good facilities for the traveling public,and its perfume. For sale by
1 Square
lukema, labor on water work*. $5.00 ; J . Keg.er.
500 8 00 |10 00 table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda“
labor on waterworks, $7.50; Ed. Vaupell, wood
Trial bottles free at H. Walsh’s drug
Kremers
&
Bangs.
800 10 00 17 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
“
for council rooms, 86.58; Ed. Vaupell,wooufor
10 00 17 00 | 25 00
M Column
Columbia eng. co., $4.49: H. Boone, boarding J. store. Large size $1.00.
17 00 25 00 1 40 00
Roosts’ team. $7.00: B. van der Haar, house rent
______ ______
____ _ proprietor.
Ladles’ Xedloal Adviser.
gCOTT’ HOTEL.
W. P. Scott,
25 00 40 00 65 00
“
for Mrs. Juffcr, $l8.tt.-Allowed
and warrant*orThis hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
•Tot Thai AU.”
A Complete Medical Work for Women, dered Issued on tbe city treasurer for tbe eovera!
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accomamounts,
excepting
bill of H. Boone for boarding
handsomely
bound
in
cloth
and
Illustrated.
modations can always be relied on. Holland,
changes. >
John Roost's team of horses which was referredto
• I pelief I vbai Bbwindled vonce mow,”
8-ly
Tells how to prevent and cure all diseases
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
the committeeon claims and accounts.
of tbe sex, by a treatment at home.
he said to the sergeant at tbe Ctnlrtli
BEPOBTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.
LlviryaadBals BtihUs.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubWorth its weight in Geld to ever lady suflished whitout charge tor subscribers.
The committee on Ways and Means, to whom Station yesterdayas he was asked to take&T All advertising bills collectable quarterly. t>OONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office fering from any of these diseases. Over was referred the bill of P. H. McBride for negoti- a chair sod report his errand.
ating bonds, reported recommending that the bill
13 andbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingfirst- 10,000 sold already. Postpaid only
“How!’*
class.
Cents. Postal Note or 2ct. Stamps. Ad- be allowed.— Adopted.
dress
PUBLISHING CO., N. The committeeon poor reported, presenting the “Vhell, 1 vhas in my blace apoudt twa
semi monthly report of the director of the poor
TJAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
37 3m
and said committee,recommending $28 00 for the hours ago vben two strangers vbalk in*
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's
Chicago ft Weit Michigan Railway.
and one of ’em says to me:
83-tf
Hotel.
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
•'Shake, I haf a bet on you. I know
Takiny Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Lead, Oils. Varnishes, Paint and White ordered Issued on the city treasurer for
from
From Chicago iv Ninth street, near Market.
you
vhas a great man to haf confldepce in
amount*.
wash brushes, call at
U
to Holland.
The committeeon public buildings and property human nature, uud I bet $2 eaten oep,
Kremers & Bangs.
Nl’t
reported the following.Gentlemen:— Ycur comNl’t
Kmfactorlii,Ellli, Shops, Xto.
Mall.
Mall.
TOWSS.
Exp. Exp.
mittee on public bulfdlnKiand propertywould dot you vhill lend me feefty cents.”
Exp. Lxp.
respectfully recommend that a wood boure and a
)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
‘•Vhell, I dunno. I nefer see him pe*
The
Housewife’s
Favorite.
a.m.
a.
m.
m.
p.m.
p.m.
water closet be built on tbe grounds in tbe rear of
of Plugger MUU: Steam Saw and Flour
....Holland
.....
800
,0
15
.5
00
the common council rooms, and recommend that fore, hut if somepody bet $2 on me I doan
| &t55 1 10 10 15
Mills.) near foot of Sth'strset.
We
will send free for one entire year
4 87
Geo.H. Slpp, draw up plan and specificationand
10 85 East Saugatuck 2 45
T 1120
4 81 YTAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements to every lady who sends us at once tbe an estimate of the cost of building the same and like him to lose, uud msype he also divide
10 50 .New Richmond. 287
11 82
12 28 t 05 11 45 ,.Gd. Junction.. 205 9 22 850
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street. names of ten married ladies, at same ad- report to tbe conncil at tbelr firstmeeting. Signed: vbat he wias.”
12 47 1 17 12 06|. ...Bangor. ... 1 47 9 10 882
dress. at d 12 two-ct. stamps for postage, R. E. Werkman and A. M. Burgea*of committee.
2 10 800 1 80 .Benton Harbor.12 40 8 12 280
—Adopted.
•‘And yeu let him have it?”
fhnloUai.
eur handsome, eutertaioiog and instruc12 ») 8 05 220
210 8 10 1 42
COMMUNICATION! FROM CITY OFFICERS.
“Vhell, I haf some coufidence in ha11 80 7 10 12 45
860 855 150
EST. R. B., Physicianand Snrgeon. can be tive Jeurnal, devoted to Fashions, Fancy
The clerk reported thst the deed for 8-lOtb of an
780 650 5 15 ....Chicago... 8 55 4 20 10 80
Work,
Decorating,
Cooking
and
Houseman
nature. He vhalks off mlt my feefty
found in his office,cor. River and Eighth
acre of ground purchased from the conncil of Hop
a.m. p.m. p.m. •ireeta In Vanderveen'aBlock.
a.m. p.m p.m.
hold matters. Regular price, $1.00. College, for water worksi purposes.
purposes, was on file ii
cents, und my Thite says 1 vhas der pigthei dty
city al
cierk’e
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
____ office.—
_____ Accepted and the deed
ITREMERS.H.,Physician and Surgeon. Reel- Send to day, and secure next number. ordered placed on record.
gest fool in Detroit.
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market Address, DOMESTIC JOURNAL, Nunda,
Tbe clerk reported that, according to resolntioua
Grand
. to Holland.
“And what do you want of me?’’
street. Office at the drug store of Eremers 8b N.
87-3m. adopted by the common council at their last meeta.m. p. m. p.m. Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
p m. p.m. a.m.
ing. the
log,
tbe following warrants bad been issued
Issued on tbe
“1 like to knew if you pelief like my
50-ly
!# 15 800 t5 00 ...Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 10 50 from 5 to 6 p.
city treasurer,to-wlt: Ed. J. Harrington, Jr., and
10 42
3 15 6 11 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02
Diamond Dyes in all colors at the Cen- H. Boone, for graveling tenth atreet special street vhlfe?”
10 18
3 85 5 81 ..Hudsonvllie... 9 45
ATES. O. E., Physician and Snrgeon. Office tral Drug Store, only 10 cents.
assessmentdistrict. $1,854.15; Ed. J. Harrington,
“Yes sir, I do! You’ll never seo your
9 56
residence on the corner of River and
8 48 5 44 ....Grandrllle...9 32
Jr., and B. Boone, for gravelingcedar streetspecial
Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupiedby the late
11 00 407 600 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25 +9 85
street assessment district,$490.45; Konlng and money apaiu.”
a. m. p.m. p.m.
Dr. B.
48-ly.
p.m. p.m. a. m.
Bergbuli, lor grading and gravelingjBleventb'street
It Will Cur$ You!
“My son Carl says I petter seak my
special street assessment aisinci,
dlsUict, fooo.u);
$886.05; Cincin•
M KT ________ * V ___ __
%
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
if ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ;
and Newport Iron and Pipe Co. of Newport,
SEAL BITTERS are the nati
hedt.
I like to know if you think dot
From Holland
From Muskegon
VA office at Graafrchapvillage,Allegan county,
Kentncky tbe last payment of 10 per cent dne ungreat blood purifier, liver and kidney remMuskegon!
to HollandMich. Office hours from 12 te 2 r.
26-ly.
der contract for fnrnlshlnr cast iron water pipe vbay?”
edy and life giving principle, a perfect for the Hollandcity water works, $1,009.82; also
p.m. p.m. p.m.
p.m. a. m. a. m.
“I do.”
ntofrsphir..
renovator and invigorator of tbe system certificates of indebtedness as follows:Ed. J.
800 10 10 fill! ....HoUand. ... 1 lu 8 00 9 40
8 35 9 17
825 10 40 5 57 ...West Olive...
carrying away all poisonous matter and Harrington, Jr., and H. Boone, for first install“Und my brudder-law says I make a
ment of
>7 $511.18 fallinidue January 15ih, 1685, for
8 27 907 JJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal385 10 48 6 07 ...Johnsville....
restoring the blood to a healthy condition, graveling tenth street special street assessment floe lunatic asylum all by myself. Vhas
12
21
2
05
8
50
4 0011 05 6 81 ..Grand Haven..
enriching it, refreshing and invigorating district. Konlng and Berghnls, for first install405 11 18 640 ...Ferrysburg... 12 2» 2 00 8 40
he correct!”
Watofciiaai Iiwsiry.
440 1) 55 7 15 ..Muskegon... 11 55 1 20 tsoo
both- mind and body. They are easy of ment of $348.44,fallingdue Feb. 1st. 1885. for
grading and graveling eleventh street specialstreet
p.m. p. m. p.m
p m. p.m. a. m.
“He is.”
administration,
prompt
in
their action , assessmentdlstrlcL— Approved.
TyfiEYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
ALLEGAN BRANCH.,
The street commissionerreported for the month
“Vhell, dot vhas all. If I vhas right I
A) dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market certain in their results, safe and reliable in
From Holland
From Allegan to and Eighth Street.
all forma of disease. Every moment of of November.— Filed.
get madt uod clean oudt der shanty. If I
Holianc
~
"and.
Allegan.
The city treasurer reportedfor the month of
our lives, every part of our bodies, is
ip. in. a.m. p. m.
vhas wrong I go home und keep still until
p. m. a.m. a m.
TITYKHUYSEN, B.. dealer in Watches,Clocks. wearing out and is being built up anew. November.— Filed.
10 10 ..Holland.. 5 10 10 10 . • • • . .
3 00
tv
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
my he&dt vhas soaked enough to lose my
.This
work
is
accomplished
by
the
blood.
9
50
10 25 .Fillmore.. 4 55
3 20
Cedar streets.Holland Mich.
24-ly.
4 45 9 42 ......
10 84 .Hamilton.
885
The blood if pure makes the entire circuit By Aid. Werkmanconfidence
in human nature. Dot Thai
Eftolud,That tbe dty treasurerrefund pro rata
3 47 ...... 10 44 .Dunning.. 4 35 980 ......
of the body every seven minutes. But if snch moneys as are now In the treasury, beloug903
..Allegan..
4
15
all-good day.”— Frw Press.
4 15 ***** 11 05
ing to tenth street special
special -----street assessmentdlait becomes weak or vitiated and does uot Ing
p. ra. a.m. p.m.
p. m. a.m. l
trict fund, to the tax payers having paid tbelr
perform
if
work
properly
tbe
system
is
• M xed trains.
assessment on the grading work of said street
The Secret Artef Beauty lies not 1> coiactually poisonedby the worn-out matter UlIklAVV,
t Kuna daily, an otner trains aauy
district, icrcivsuft
reserving ruvu
such amcoat as may be necesday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Produce, Etc.
cloggiug the vital organs instead of leav- sary to pay any outstanding Indebtedness against metlcs, hut only lu pure bloed and healMixkd Trains leave Holland,going north, at
(WHOLESALE.)
ing the body. Cleanse the blood when- said meet district.— Which said resolution was thy actioo of tbe vital organ*, to he obT :50 am, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
adopted by yeas and nays as follows: Yeas: Ter
(Corrected
every
Friday
by
E.
J.
Harrington.)
ever you find its impurities bursting Vree. Rose. Beuitema,Burgess, Werkman, Kan- tained by Burdock Blood Bitten.
ind
at
10:05
p
m,
arriving
at
Muskegon
at
12:10«
and
— —v.— - ..... - m; also mixed trainsleave Holland, going south, Apples, * bushel ..................
through the sklu in pimples,eruptions, teas and Boyd.
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 a m
Beans, * bushel ................
By Aid. Boyd—
sores, etc. Keep the liver io order, the
J. H. PALMER ton. Past. Agt.
Training of the Young.
Butter, ....................
Besotted, That the committee on Pnbllc buildblood
pure
and
health
of
the
system
will
C. F. HATCH, Station Agent
Eggs, * dozen ....................
ings and property be and are hereby Instructed
follow. For sale by H.
42-4t to have repaired Eagle engine company'shouse.—
Honey, <Mb ......................
A remark made in one of tho papers
Onions. * bushels ................
Adopted.
Hichlffin ml Ohio Railroad.
read
before the recent Woman’s Congress
Potatoes, V bushel ...............
SPECIALORDER OF THE DAY.
For Alabastine.'.VVbitiugand Colors io
By Aid. Ter VreeRETAIL.
in
Baltimore
suggests so interesting arguTaking Effect Atiguet 10$, 1884.
Besotted, That an ordinance entitledan ordioil, go to the Central Drug Store.
bushel .................
nance relativeto the leorganlzationand duties ment in favor sf the kindergarten. It is
bushel ................
Gntral Tia»
Him US?
aoivo wiw
of the fire department be taken up and placed
Kremers & Bangs.
lb .................. .. •
well known that, in its development,each
on the general order of the day.— Adopted.
Pass. Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix’d
GENERAL ORDER OF THE DAT.
On motion of Aid. Ter Vree, council went into new born being passes through very much
A. X. F. X. P. X.
a. a. a.‘m. P. N.
the committee of the whole, Aid. Beukema in tbe same st»ges that his ancestors have
10 10 520 5 10 L.Toledo.A 11 10 5 10 6 50
Just received and for sale by
tbe chair. After some time spent therein the
11 02 8 00 605 ..Dundee’.. 10 10 4 15 4 50
committee arose and through their chairman re- beeo through before him. Even after
H. D. POST.
41-4t
OraUt,
Feed,
Etc.
8 52 627 ...Britton.. 946 8 52 409
J1 21
ported that they had bad under consideration an birth the growth of tbe child’s intelligence
(WHOLESALE.)
1129 9 02 6 31 .Ridgeway. 9 42 8 47 400
ordinanceentitled “an ordinance relativeto the
11 89 930 6 41 .Tecnmseh. 9 82 3 37 3 87
(Carrectedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
reorganlutionand dntics of the fire department stimulates the progress of tbe human race
W.

I. 0. of 0. F.
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WILLIAmIT ROGERS.
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Additional ^ocal.

A

2

8

1

1

Mich.

T.

Rail goads.

5Q

NUNDA

H

M
m

Holland
Chicago.

(

V

B

to

Y.

m.

Rapids.

Y«

to
__

_____ _____

Ledeboer.

GOLDEN

.

4

J

.

m.

to

(Bw

Parhrtjs.

Walsh.

.

'‘Chautauqua Books.”

11
12
12
ft
12
1
1
1
2
2
2

55
08
80
16
55
06
17
88
05
17
36

256
804
8 10
8 45
8 53
•H 59

410

9 57 6 67 ..Tipton... 9 17
10 26 7 10 Cambridge 905
U 15 J33 .Addison.. 8 43
11 52 7 50 ..Jerome.. 826
7 67 ..Moscow.. 8 20
12 07
12 80
807 ..Hanover. 8 09
12 50
8 18 ..Pulaski.. 7 59
1 88 840 .. Homer.. 787
2 42 909 ..Marshall 7 11
6 59
8 10 9 22 ...Ceresco.
8 62 940 Battle Cr’k 6 40
A. X.
440 P. X.
4 57
..Richland..
5 1)
..Montieth.
6 80
....Fisk....
6 50
..Kellogg..
7 04
A Allegan L
725

.

.

8 22

800

808

2 80

2 15

146

IP. WILIMIS,
has put Id bis shop
a large, new engine
aod boiler, and the
latest improved

“S0

100 920
42 882
22 754

12
12
12
12
11

15 7 88
09
80 6 00
5 46
11 27
11 21 5 85
11 10 5 15
A. X. A. X.

Train Connections.

»

ton

..

$100

1b
$ ton. _______
ling,

*100

700

pump

lb

f bnshel.new
Barley, * 100 lb ...........
tt bash 56 lbs.......*.....
thy Heed, * bushel ...... .
•

f

••

Lancaster Jted, * bushel.

.

.

.

s

....

Oats per bushel,

............

......

GeneralPassenger Agent. Pearl Barley, per 100 lbs ...........
Rye per bushel .....
..........
Timothy seed, per bushel ..........
....

estm

pne

P

“

machinery,
aod is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or recall, at the most
p- reasonable prices;

streets,Holland. Mich. 17

vators, Aullmao and Russel

4

Co. steam

Engines from on*boroe to
^ ~ Cell and see
put ip.

\

and recommended Us

passage.— Accepted and
from the savage condition to that of civplaced on the third reading of bills.
THIBD READING OF BILLS.
ilization. It has been shown byPreyer,
An ordinance relativeto tbe reorganization
have studied infant deand duties of tbe lire department was read a and others
third time and passed byi the following yeas and
velopment,
that
a
faculty which has been
nays: Yeas, Ter Vree. Rose. Beukema. Burgess,
Werkman,Kanters and Boyd. Nays, none.
acquired by the race at a late stage Is late

who

Counclladjourned.^^^^^
JoaNG. Whittier opens

mas

St. Nichelas

with a

beautiful poem,

entitled,“The Light that is Fellj” while

Lord Tennyson

is

represented by a charm-

ing portrait of his two grandchildren, from
the painting by

feature ef this number of 8l.

Now,

comparativelyrecent achievement Bavago
man could reap aud sow, and weave, and
build bouses, long before he could communicate his thoughts to a person at a
distance by means of written speech.
reading aod writing are arts of

Holland.

w-O.81-

'

:

always live.

beautiful
tbe Spanish painter

H.

mere.

•

tbe Christ-

in making its appearance in tbe child.

Anna Lea Merritt, which
There is, then, reason to believe that a
accompaniesher Interestingpaper, “A
also agricultural
child’s general intelligencewould be best
implements of 'all description*; theEater- talk about painting.” Another artisttrained by making him skillful in many
ly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper author, Mary Hallock Foote, writes and ilaod Mower, the Hone Reaper and the Ad- lustratesa delighttulsea-side article, kinds of manual labor before beginning to
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours tbree- called “Menhaden Sketches— Sommer st torture him with letters; aod tbe moral to
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel, Sou^h Bend
be derived is, that primary instruction
plow, best in tbe market, the Reraming- Christmas-time.”Among tbe distinctive
should be instruction in manual dexterity,
ton iron-beamsteel plow, Kalamazoo ly Christmasfeatures are “Visitiog Sauta
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth Claus, a poem, by Lucy Larcom; another and that reading and writing cenld be
learned with pleasure and with ease by a
harrow for finishing land made, containChristmas poem by Grace F. Coolldge;
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
child who bad been fitted for taking them
8 inches for every tooth, Dowaalac Wheel the Very Little Folk’s story, “Madie’s
op by the right kind ef preparation.The
Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and culti- Christmas, by Mary Mspea Dodge; a devators combined,Albion Wheel Spring scriptionby Rev. H. A. Adams ef several argument la a novel ane, and it certainly
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
seems plausible.—
Stndebaker farm and freight wagons, noted Christmas tetsts in Westminister
Kalamazoo open aod top buggies, Hall; aod a clever little sketch, “What
An exchange says: “Man’s average life
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth, the Philosophersaid on Christmas day,”
is 88 years.” Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup will
8-tooth, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky cultiby Mrs. W. H. Dsnisls. ‘ ----

RETAIL.

Buckwheat, per bushel ........
..........
a.VwTff : ;'.r
Bran, per 100 fts ..................
Wabash, 8t Louis A Pacific. At Tecumseh, with Barley per 100 tbs. ........... .....
Lake Shore & Mich. Southern. At Jerome with Clover seed per lb ...............
L. 8. A M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. *At Corn Meal, per 100 lbs .............
Homer, with L. 8. A M. 8 .(Lan^ Dlvialon) and Corn, shelled,per bushel .........
Air Line Division of-the Mich. Central At Mar- Flour, per barrel ..................
shall, with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Flue corn meal, per 100 lbs ........
ChicagoA Grand Trunk and M. C. R- R. At Mon- Feed, per ton ......................
teith, with Grand Rapida A Indiana. At Allegan,
per 100 lbs ...................
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
9 00
Hay per ton .............
TrdBi .nwir ew.pt SDAdi,.^ McHnoni
Miauling, per 100 lbs .....
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vacant second Ueutenancies, but wiU be
disappointed.The places were flUed last
week by othefs, one Ming the stepson of
Attorney General Brewster.
It is reported in Washington that a plan

ITOLIr\ND CITY.

MICHIGAN.

has

been agreed upon

by members of the

Senate Judiciary Committee,Charles Fran-

Adams representing the Union Pacific,
and Secretary McCulloch, which seeks to
cis

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

difficulties between the Central

and Union

THE EAST.
Depositors in

adjust the

the Middletown (N. Y.)

National Bank found the doors of that in-

Pacific and the Government.
The plan is said to resemble in its general
nature Senator Garland'sCentral Pacific
proposition at the last session.

•
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ADDmqiVAL NEWS.
An

OUR MONET.

made on the Rev. Dr.
Ball’s house at Buffalo Sunday night. The Extracts from the Azmnal Report
missilesused were lumps of coal, windows
of the Controller of the
attack was

being wrecked and the inmates frightened.

Currency.

Mb. Cramer, Consul-General in Switzerland, reports that that country will receive
its

supplies of wheat from Russia, and he

Statisticsof the Business

Performed by

urges American exporters to send a compethe National Banks— Recomtent ngent to Europe to acquire informamendations.
tion on this question. .. .John O’Connor
tParnollite),his been elected Mayor of
Dublin, and Madden (Nationalist),Mayor
Bonds and Their Payment as They Beof Cork.

A negro named Frank Casey was hanged
stitution closed the other morning. The
at Little Bock, Ark., for the brutal murder,
President,Thomas King, had accepted
Estimatessubmitted to the House
without securityheavy drafts by Benjamin in October last, of an inoffensive young
D. Brown, a Western grain-dealer,who has white man named Charles Watson. He Committee on Appropriations for the fiscal
«ince made an assignment These advances confessed the crime.
year ending June 30, 1886, include: Pen•were made without the knowledge of the
The whisky interest will evidently renew
sions, $80,000,000 ; Military Academy,
'Directors,of whom Senator Van Wyck, of its efforts for an extension of the bonded
$393,244;fortifications, $7,303,000;ConNebraska,is one. The bank’s capital was
period. Representative Phil Thompson, of sular and Diplomatic expenses, $1,$200,000, its surplus $115,000, ana the exKentucky, is named for Commissioner of 623,176: navy, $30,654,000; Post^tent of its loss is unknown.
Internal Revenue.
office Department, $56,099,164; InWages have been reduced 8 per cent at
dian Bureau, $7,328,049; army, $26,110,the Bigelow Cdrpet Company’s factory,
489; legislative, executive,and judicial ex-

come Due— Interesting

trade, thereby cansinga practical suspensionof
gold payments. There are many indications
of this, notablythe uneasinessIn financialcircles in Jane and Jnly list, caused by the reserve
of gold in the Treasunr fallng so near to a
point at which nnder the law the lunanoe of
gold certificatesceases. It will also be observed
that during the present year national banks
thronghont the country have
ive increasedtheir
holdingsof gold, Includingcertificates.In the
snm of $19,615,350. The Comptroller concludes
his report with a discussionof the subject of
bank examinations and a considerationof the
financial troubles of May, 1884.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
Attorney General Bre water’s

Report-

Recommendations.
Information.
In his snnnsl report Attorney General Brew— — — A- « - A _ •« —
A._ - M ftk I - A
ster suggeststhat all accounts of Chief Bupervisors of Elections be
ire taxed
ioauu In
*u vjreu
open conrt
luui.uuucr
under
Inspection and examination of the Distriot
Attorney or his sworn assistant, and they must
then be forwarded to the proper department for
farther examination ana reduction, if deemed
advisable and necessary. These election laws

The annual report of the Comptrollerof the
Currency shows during the year ended Nov. l,
1884, 191 banks uavv
have been
isvill WAKUIIIXUH.
organized,with
VfAWU «*AA
an
aggregate capital of $16,042,
Circulating
notes navi
,ve been Issued' to
ifimfi
these new associations
amountingto $3,866,230. These banks are located by geographical divisionsas follows: arc of the highest importance to the general
n Btates 10 banks,
ban
Eastern
with a capital of $810,- welfare, and their proper execution a matter of
000; Middle States 25, capital $812,210; Sonthern prime necessity.Their abuse, on the other
Clinton, Mass. The company employs
penses, $32,326,402; District of
if Columbia,
" ‘
States 30, capital $2,997,100;Western States 102, band, Is a great public wrong, to bo goarded
Official figuresof the recent election: $1,740,073; rivers and harbors, $8,177,400; capital $8,905,880;Pacific States B, capital $880,- »8»lnst by appropriate legislation.
nearly 1,000 hands ..... There is a perThe Attorney General directs the attention of
000; Territories 19, capital $1,143,000. Slnoe the
oeptibly better feeling among Pittsburgh Virginia— Cleveland, 145,497
Blaine, total, $254,820,707. This is an increase establishmentof the nationalbanking system, Congress to the want of proper legislation for
iron men, caused by the receipt of several 139,356; Cleveland’s plurality,6,141. Ne- over the estimates of the present year of Feb. 25, 1863, there have been organized 3,261 criminalcases. In preparing indictments,he
$43,462,054.
national hanks. The total number in existence says, for offenses against the United Btates
large orders, and the promise of more to
braska— Blaine, 76,877: Cleveland, 54,344;
Nov. 1. 1884, was 2,671— the largestnumber In Is found necessaryto follow the common law
follow
low shortly ..... Two men digging at
In a street brawl at Vienna, Mo., John H. operation at any one time. Eleven national forms of the iast century; with all the teohniSt John, 2,859; Blaine’s plurality,22,533.
Danville. Pa., unearthed a box containing
with an aggregate capital of $1,285,000, calitlea, verbosity, descriptions, repetitions,and
Kentucky— Cleveland,152,757; Blaine, Driggs, editor of the Courier, shot and banks,
have failed and been placed In the hands of re- precision of statementsformerly required,
$47,000 in coin.
118,674; Butler, 1,655; St John, 3,106; plu- killed Thomas M. Watkins, editor of the ceivers during the year.
whereby that which should be simple aud concise, a written accusal ton, becomes a lengthy
rality for Cleveland, 34,083. New Jersey—
The differentItems of resources and liabilities,
Herald.
The fight grew out of a personal as tabulated, indicate that the business of the and painfullyconfnsed mass of descriptions
Cleveland,127,784; Blaine, 123,432; St.
controversy in the columns of their new*- national banks during the last elevsn years has and allegations, wholly unintelligible to the
John, 6,156; Butler, 3,494; Cleveland’s plugenerally Increased.The Items of United Btates defendant who is called upon to answer
A REPORT reaches Billings, Montana
papers.
rality. 4,352. Iowa— Blaine, 197,089;CleveBonds and circulation thereondecreased during or to the jury selected to try the case.
that Indian Agent Armstrong, Col. Bloke, land, 177,286; St John, 1,564; plurality for
Science Hall, at Madison, Wis., with the last two years. The aggregate liabilities of To reduce pleadings to a plain and comprehensive statement of facts would serve
and others have been endeavoring to secure Blaine, 19,803 ____ A dispatchfrom Indi- its chemical, physical, zoological,and geo- nationalbanks to depositorsand correspond- equally to the advantage of the Govents were reduced during the year upward of
anapolis
soys,
“the
State
Board
of
Canfrom the Crow Indians, fora land syndicate,
$94,000,000. This reductionof liabilities and the ernment ana the defendant There Is no reason
logicalappliances and collections,laborageneral reduction of loans by banks, which why an indictmentought not to be adjudged
a lease of 3,000,000acres of their reserva- vassers has not yet completed the
‘ ‘ * charges
*
,u lav
iaw which
crime
amounted to over $63,000,000 daring the year, sufficientand good in
tories, etc., was entirely destroyed by fire.
work
tabulating
the
vote
of
tion for ten years at 1 cent per acre per anthe Comptrollersays was doubtless occasioned substantially in the language of the aot prohibThe
insurance
is $41,000, but tlie loss can
Indiana
on
President.
The
retnrfis
from
num. This scheme, if perfected,will, it is
by the financial troubles of May and general de- iting crime and prescribingpunishment or so
Daviess and Warren Counties were re- not be estimated, as some of the materials pression of business. During the same period plainly that the nature of the offense charged
. alleged, rob thousands of their homes .....
be easily understoodby the jury. When it
Another “last spike" was driven the other turned, the Clerks haring omitted the seals and collections destroyedcan not be re- national banks increasedtheir cash resources may
by about $2 LOOO, ooo specie and $11, 000,000 legal is necessaryto describe or make averment of
day, and the country now has four trans- from them. Without these two counties, placed.
tenders and United
Ini ted Btates
State certificatesof deposit any written or printed instrument, as the law
continental lines. The latest addition was whose pluralities about offset each other,
now stands, such instrument must bo copied
Capt. A. H. Murphy, Superintendent for the same.
Blaine
received
233,783
and
Cleveland
The total number of banks still in operation. Into the indictment with literary exactness
formed by the connectionat Huntington,
of
the
workhouse
at
New
Orleans,
was
asequal
to a photographicreproduction. The omisorganized under the act of June 3, 1864.
1864, and
Ore., of the Oregon Bail way and Navigation 243,512; Cleveland’s plurality, 9,729. The
sion of a word that appears almost andiscernthe provisionsof the Revised Statutes, in pe
sassinated
on
Claiborne
street,
while
supervotes
for
Butler
and
a
St
John
were
not
Company’s system with the Oregon Shortriods of snevession,which will terminate un- ible among lines and nourishes createdby the
tabulated."
vising the cleaning of the canal. Judge less hereafter renewed during the years previ- skill of the engraver or penman would be a
Line of the Union Pacific.
defect that might enable a guilty mau to
Senator Conger, of Michigan, will re- Thomas Ford and seventeen others have ous to moo, Is 1.488, with a capital of $J2l, 461,145 fatal
A National Conventionof cattle growescape punishment.
and a circulation of $194,745,305.
been
arsested
for
the
crime.
The Attorney General points out the evils,
The banks held Nov. 1, 1884. $165,604,4008 per
ers was held at Chicago last week, and was sign his seat in the Senate the latter part of
cent, bonds, payable at the pleasure of the Gov- omissions,and defectsIn the present law In
largely attended. A National Association December to accept a judicial appointment
of which $9,586,230 have been called cases of murder, manslaughter, larceny, deThe second session of the Forty-club th ernment,
for payment, Interest ceasing Nov. 1, 1884. murrers,motions to quash, challenges, etc., and
was formed, and a committee appointed to at Washington.The Alabama Legislature
Concress opened aft Washington on Monday. If these bonds are not replaced by others bear- submits the draft of a bill designedto afford a
Attend the St. Louis convention with a view has reelectedJames L. Pugh to the United
Dec. 1. Promptly at noon of that day the Pres- ing Interest,there will be an Immediate reduc- remedy. In connectionwith the subject ot Jury
to bringing that body under the provisions States Senate. He received the unanimous
tion in circulationof 90 per cent of their duty, he says: “It is the belief and common reof the organization.Besolunons were vote in the House and all bat ono in the ident of the Senate called that txkly to order, amount Nov. 1 there were $194,190,5003 per port that the business of Jury fixing" flourishes
prayer was ofTered,and word was sent over to
cent bonds payable at the pleasureof the Gov- to an alarming extent in the District It Is asadopted indorsing the work of the Bureau Senate.
ernment These bonds will probably be serted men live and support their families,and
the House that the upper bouse was ready to
of Animal Industry, and especially comRevised and officialfigures of the vote proceed to bustnes*.Messrs. Hherman and paid within the next two years, even if con- even become rich. In the practice of this nefarimending the ability and energy of Prof. of Indiana show that Cleveland polled 244.- Garland were appointed a committee to Inform siderable changes are made in the tariff;and ous profession.As tho Jury system now exists,
Salmon, its chief.
the President that the Senate was ready from 1887 to 1891, when $250,000,000of 4^ per that unscrupulous men should safely conduct a
992; Blaine, 238,480;Butler, 8,716; St John, to receive any communtcatton he might cents mature, there will be no bonds which the lucrative businessIn debauching juries in the
Dr. John Maxwell, of Springfield,
District should occasion no surprise. With
3,078; Cleveland’s plurality,6,512 ____ The be pleased to make. Mr. Cnllom In- Government can call In for redemption. No
Ohio, gave his four children a mixture of official vote of Wisconsin for the several troduceda bill to prohibit distinctionsbeing donbt the accnmnUUon of sorpins revenue,If but twenty-six Jurors such as nsoally serve, an
made in the militaryservice of the United It continuesto accrue at the present rate during active Jury-fixer would become acquaintedwith
aconite and chloroform,wrapped their Presidential candidates was as follows: Utat:a against any class of American citizens; the four years between 1887 and 1891, together at least two or three of them in a few hours, I
and that wonld give him a strong beginningin f
faces in cloths saturated with the poison, Blaine. 161,147; Cleveland, 146,- also, to cnaole officers of the army, promoted with the revennes of 1802, will be more than his effortsto thwart justice.With but twentyand distinguished services in the war sufficient to pay off the 4^ per cents, and from
and placed them on a bed. Then he took 454; St John, 7,649; Butler, 4,- for gallant
the rebellion,
retired 1892 until 1907 it will be impossiblefor the Gov- six jurors serving for three months it wonld
a similar dose, and made the same prepara- 597; Blaine’s plurality,14,693 ..... with the rank and full pay of the ernment to use any of its soi plus revenues for not require one-third that time for tho combined force of Jury-fixers to become thoroaghly
tions for death. When Mrs. Maxwell re- As officially declared, the vote of Maine is grade to whi h they were promoted;Mr. Doloh
acquaintedwith the habits, associations, charturned she found one of the little ones as follows: Highest number of votes re- l-resented a bill to prevent the obstructionof of t
acters,
and business of each Juror, and the Inernment
navigable waters of the United Btates and to
Blaine electors,72,209; the
•dead and the others unconscious, two of ceived
plus revenues, even daring the short period fluence, if any, that conld be used to reach him
protect, public works against trespass or Injury.
them dying within a few hours. The Doc- 3,953; Cleveland, 52,140; Butler. Mr. Ingalls offered a resolution which was agreed froim 1887 to 1892, without great disturbancesto and bring him within their power. Then,
what la there to prevent one or more
tor revived, and has been imprisoned. St. John, 2,160; Blaine’s plurality, to, innrncting the Committee on Public Lands the business Interests of the country, and mnch again,
less can It do so daring the longer period from well-dressedand apparentlyrespectable-lookto report such legislationas Is necessaryto auHe says he was tired of living, and 20, 069.... Following is the officialvote of thorize
ing rogues placing themselvesin the way of the
the Bocretary of the Interior to 1892 to 1907.
wanted the childrm to go with him ____ Oregon: Blaine. 26,852; Cleveland, 24,593; summarily remove all fences illegally conMarshal or his deputies, to be brought into
It appears, therefore, that the foregoing conAnother company of Oklahoma raidersis Butler, 723; St. John, 488; Blaine'splural- structed on the public domain. The President’s siderations should be given due weight in any conrt as talesmen,and serving npon juries to
message was receivedand read, after which plan for fonding the 4 per cent bonds maturing acquit their friends or confederates?
«aid to be forming at Emporia,Kan., with ity, 2,259.
the Senate adjourned. The Speaker's gavel in 1907, and the Controllertherefore suggests
the intention of crossing the border at
Washington correspondentsaver that rapped the House to order promptly at noon. that the principal difficultiesof the situation
LIFE-SAYING SERVICE.
Hunnewell ____ Chief Bushyhead has vetoed two men are certainto forma part of Presi- The roll-call disclosed the presence of 333 may. ]>erhaps, be obviatedas well aa a reducthe MU recentlypassed by the Cherokee
members, and the Clerk was dlrectel to tion of Interest effected by funding these bonds
dent-elect Cleveland’s Cabinet— Senator Inform the Senate that the House was ready into others which shall mature in proportionate
Council to excludi
le all white people from
amounts at certain fixed intervals.Thus the Annual Report of the Superintendent.
Bayard, as Secretary of State, and Senator to proceed to business.The Speaker apthe nation.
pointed Messrs. Randall and Cox. of New $738,000,0004 per cents might be funded Into an
pointe
o: 3 or 2i4 1 er cent, bonds, oneait unoi
upon the equal amountit of
At Chi< ago, Judge Tuley appointed Garland, as Attorney General— and that York, a committee to wait
The General Superintendentof the Life-Savto them the new Chief Magistrate will President In conjunction with a similarcom- fifth of whleh, or $147,6O0,u0O,to mature at in- ing fc'ervlce,In hia annual report, says; Total
Horace A Hurlbut, a retired druggist of look mainly for advice in shaping the pol- mlttee from the Beuate. and Inform him that tervals of five years, the first Installmentdue number of disasters during the vear, 439; total
that city, receiverof the Times newspaper icy of his administration____ A grand ban- Congress was ready to receive any communica- July 1, 1897, and the remaining installments of value of property Involved,$10,607,940;total
$147,600,000each of the 1st of July In the last value of property saved, $9,161,354; total
tion he might bo pleased to make. Mr. Holman
nnd of the rents for its real estate. The re- quet, tendered by leading ' Philadelphia presentedthe credentials of Mr. Sbevely,mem- year each succeeding period of five years, viz.
value of property lost, ‘ $1,446,586; total
ceiver is not to interfere, however, with Democrats, has been declined by Gov. ber elect of the ThirteenthIndiana District,to 1902, 1907, 1912, and 1917. The average ma- number of nersons Involved, 4,432; tosucceedMr. Calkins, resigned, and that gentle- turity of these five classes of bonds would be tal number of persons saved, 4,412; total
Cleveland.
the present management of the paper.
man took the oath of office. After listeningto the same as that of the present 4 per oenta— viz. : number of arsons lost, 20; total number of perThe
official
vote
of
Colorado
was:
Blaine,
The second week of Mr. Lawrence Barthe reading of the President'smessage, the July 1, 1907.
sons succoredat stations,552; total number of
Whateiver course may be deemed expedientby days' snocor afforded, 1,319; number of vessels
House voted to adjourn.
rett’s engagement at McVicker’s Theater, 36,277; Cleveland,27,627; Butler, 1,957;
Congress in regard to the funding or future totally lost, 64. Investigationsheld after each
payment of the public debt, tne
the controller
Controller is
Is or
of cose of loss of life show that twenty persons
Chicago, was devoted entirely to the pro- and St John, 759.
opinion that it Is periectly safe and will afford who perishedwere severally beyond human aid,
It
can
truthfully
be
said
of
many
a
duction of George H. Boker's fine classical
great benefit to the public to permit an issue and that In no instance conld their loss be atyoung man who has “a girl on the by the national banks of circulation to the ex* tributed to any failurein duty on the part of
tragedy, “Francesca da Bimini," a play
brain,” that ti e young lady has a soft tent of 100 per cent— par value— of bonds de- the life-saving crows. The number of disasters
abounding in many passages of singular
posited, instead of 90 per cent. Even admit- during the year exceed by twenty-three the v
At a copper camp in Sonora, Mexican
beauty and poetic thought As Lanoiotto.
place to sit on. But then, girls as an. ting that bonds representing the pnbliedebt number the year preceeding, which was seventy- L
the hunchback,the great actor is seen at police attemptedto disarm a number of average dote on soft things— such as when funded at lower rates might at times In one more than any previousyear in the history
his best Mr. Barrett continues another Americans,and in the affray six men were ice-cream,peaches, rare-ripe bananas, the f ntnre be below par in the market, the Gov- of the service. The amount of propertyinvolved
week at McVicker’s, when he wiU give place killed, and many others wounded ____ Mrs. and California pears, three for a nuar- ernment would. If forced to redeem the notes of was $3,365,220greater than in preceding year.
Insolventnational banks, always have a right to hut the amount lost was $124,434 less, while
to Miss Lizzie Ulmer, a charming young
cancel bonds on deposit securing the same, and the amount saved was $3,489,654more.
Boutel, the Quebec murderess, will not be ter.— (7aW PreUeVs Weekly.'
comedienne.
thus extinguishan amount of its
thns
Its debt equal, The assistancerendered daring tho year in
hanged, her sentence having been comdollar for dollar, to the notes redeemed.It is the saving of vesselsand cargoes has been
At San Rafael, Cal., a buggy, containing muted to imprisonmentfor life.
farther submitted that the profit on circulation mnch larger than In any previousyear. Three
An effort made for the happiness of may be Increased to a point which will Induce hundred and ninety vessels,which Is fifty-three
six persons, was struck by a locomotive at
Retrenchment has extended to the
banks to keep np their oircnlation to the maxi- more than In precedingyear, having been workothers lifts ns above ourselves.
a crossing— iwo were killed, one fataUy in- railroads, and the Pennsylvania and Michimum, and stop contraction of their circulation, ed off when stranded, repairedwhen damaged,
which Is now occurring, by repel&ing the law piloted out of dangerons places, and similarly
jured, and the fourth having an arm broken. gan Central are among the first to consolitaxing such circulation at the rateof one-half of assisted by the station crew. There were beTHE
MARKETS.
____ Capt. David L. Payne, the weU-known
1 per cent.,semi-annually. The expenses of sides 240 Instances, 115 more than in preceding
date departments and otherwise reduce
invader of Oklahoma, died suddenlywhile
keeping
np the national banking system by the year, where vessels running Into danger of
their working forces ____ The SuperintendNEW
YORK.
Government are at present paid in part from the strandingwere warned off by the night signals
Breakfasting at Wellington, Knn,
ent of the CanadianPacific Road
idr
promises Beeves ..........................|4. B0 <$ fl.09
proceedsof this tax and in part by assessment of the patrols, most of them thus being probHoes ............................ 4.25 (LO 4.75
to keep 20,000 men at work all the winter
on banks. If this tax be abolished all these ex- ably saved from parti 1 or total destruction.
Flour— Extra. ...................4.50 &.25
penses should bo paid by the last named
e followinggeneral summary is given of
on construction,and to completethe road Wheat— No. a Spring ............ .80 (3
method.
the statistics of the service from date of the
by October next. . .Mr. Fohrenbatch, who
No. 2 Rod ............... .81 (* .H2
In concluding this subject the Comptroller introductionof the present system In 1871 to
In regard to the plague prevalentin
has been appointed Commissioner of the Conn -No. 2 ..................... ,50 & -51
wishes -to have It distinctly understood that he the close of the fiscalyear. The loss of life, as
SouthwestVirginia, a telegram from Lynch- | National Labor Bureau, is at present Steam- Oath— White .................... .33 & .38
Is not In favor of any measnre which will cause stated below, includes 183 lost at the wrecks of
Ponx— New Mom ............... 13.00 $13.50
Inflation. He is of opinion that the present ag- the Huron and Metropolis, which report says in
burg says: “ The latest advices concerning boat Inspector at Cincinnati.
CHICAGO.
gregate paper circulation, made up of legal strict Justice are not chargeableto the service.
Beeves—
Choice
to Prime Sceere. (5.50 @ 7.00
the epidemic in Wise, Lee, Dickinson, and
Last week’s failures in the United States
tender
deriand national-banknotes and gold and Number of disasters, 2,547; value of property
Good Shipping ........ 5.50 $ 6.00
silvercertificates,
Is ample for all the needs of
Involved,$47,129,314;valne of property saved.
Buchanan Counties are heartrending.On were 222 and in Canada 27— a decreaseof
Common to Fair ....... 4.03 @ 5.00
business. He believes, however, that a sadden $32,898,346;valne of property lost, $74,•Guests River, Wise County, within a
Hoas .............................4.25 & 4.75
contraction of national-bankcirculation,which 230,968
28 over the week previous.Bradatreet's Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex. 4.00 0) 4.50
number ot persons involved.
radius of four miles are thirty cases of
wlthont appropriate legislationis imminent, will 23,217; number of peroons saved, 22,Good to Choice Spring. . a25 $ 3.75
Journal,
in
its
commercial
summary
for
the
the disease. In one instance the father,
seriously embarrass the business of the country, TUL number of persons lost, 446; numWheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .73 $ .74
and that If this contraction Is permitted to go ber of persons succored at stations,
mother, and six children died. Many per- week, says: “The general commercialsituNo. 2 Red Winter. ...... .74 & .75
on
it may result in the entire duoontlnnanoe of 4,261; number of days of succor afforded, 11,627.
.40
sons die for want of attention. Business is ation throughout the United States as Coax-No. 2 ...................... .30
the
issue of notes by national banks. The Deducting the number of personswho perished
reported
from
imnortant
trade
centers
suspended, nil being concerned with the
Comptrollerbelieves that this form of currency, at the wrecks of the Enron and Metropolis from
&
.52
Rye-No.
2 ....................... .50
sick and dying. Six persons were buried shows no marked change, although there Darley-No. 2 ................... .57
:n can be Increased or diminishedin accord- the figures given above, the lives lost would
whicr
.58
anoe with natural laws which control business, leave the remarkable exhibit of only 263 lu thirin one graveyard in one day. The disease are several reports of a more encouraging Rutter— Choice Creamery ...... .25 $ .27
should be continued In preference to any other teen years is made.
a long
*3raloi
Fine Dalrv ............. .18 (<6 .20
is assuming a milder form in some locali- nature than have been received for
permitted by law.
In conclusion. Superintendent Kimball says:
imports
.
iports at New
N York Cheese— Full Cream ............ .12 (4 .13 now
ties. Not less than 175 of the best citizens time.". . .Dry-goods
In regard to the oircnlation based on silver, “The splendidefficiencyof the corps Is attributSkimmed Flat ......... .08 <3 .09)6
daring
the
week
were
$1,362,000,
and
the
of Wise County alone have died.”
the Controllersays the peoplo of the United able mainly to its being made up entirely on
Eggs— Fresh ..................... .2! C<C .22
amount marketed $1,479,000.
Btates now hold paper circulation based upon the grounds of prqfesslonalqualification,the
Potatoes— Now, per bo. ......... .30 & • -W
Eighteen masked citizens of Anne
silverdollars In amount equal to more than one- policy of keeping the service entirely exempt
Reports
from Sonora are that a fight Pork— Mess. .....................10.75 (rill. 25
cm political influences
Influenceshaving been steadily
Arundel County, Maryland, took from a
Lard ............................. .07 @-,07 >4. third the n&tlonal-bank circulation. If It la from
for the best Interests of the United Btates continued."
TOLEDO.
Deputy Sheriffand strung up a colored has occurred between the Mexicans and
to (sane circulation baaed upon silver, the Con.69 (3 .70
Americans in which thirty persons have Wheat-No. 2 Red .......
troller believes circulation should be issued
burglar named George Briscoe, who had re
Corn-No. 2 ...................... .37 «« .39
WASHIfiGTW MONUMENT.
npon coin or bullion which contains a sufficient
been killed.
Oats— Na 2 ...... ............... .27 (4 .29
neotedly been warned to leave the neighnumber
of grains of silverto have intrinsicvalBetting the Keystone.
MILWAUKEE.
borhood ..... Abe Frazier (colored)
ue equal In the markets of tha world to ita nomW HEAT— NO. 2 .................... .72 <31 .73
The workmen engaged on the Washinginal value. Borne writers have suggested that
__ aged at Warren, Bradley County, Ark.,
COR*— No. 2 ...................... .34 (<5 .36
OAT8-N0. 2 ............ ......... .27 aH .28)6 the circulating medium might be based npon ton Monument, says a dispatch from the
' lor the murder of Lewis Davis (colored),
Private
letters from English officialsin Barley— No. 2. ................. .51 (3 .52)6 bullion, both gold and silver,and the Controller national capital, have succeeded in setting
two years ago. On the gallows he protested
Pork— Mess ......................10.75 011.25 . Is of opinionthat under certain restrictionsand the keystone that bmds the interior rrba of
regulations It would be far more correct In prinhis innocence ..... A fire at Jacksonville, India state there is a dangerous condition Lard ............................ 0.75 & 7.25
ciple to Issue silver certificates baaed npon stone which support the marble facing of
Fla., consnmed an elevator and mill and did of affairs in that country, as the feelingsof
BT. LOUIS.
the deposit of bnllion, to be valued in exact
other damage to the total extent of $60,600. the natives were never so excited against Wheat-No. 2 ................... .75 <3 .76)6 proportion of silver to gold, tnan to continue the pyramidalcap. This keystone weighs
Corn— M •zed ................ A... .36 & .37
nearly five tons, and is set 534 feet
the issneof certificatesunder the present law.
Two freight trains on the Chesapeake,
OATS-Mixed .................... .24 (4 .25
If this were done, silverbars might be stamped above the base of the monument. It was
.47 (tf .48
Rye...,
..........
......
Ohio and Southwestern Railroad collided
at their market value and held In theTresanry
hoisted a few days ago to a position above
Pork— Mess ......................10.75 fiill. 25
for the redemption of certificateswblo 1 .would that in which it
rests, and
near Henning’s Station, Tenn., killing provect successful,to destroy
CINCINNATL
ite the residence of Samuel Hussey. . .The Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... .76 (* .77)6 call an amount of silverequal in valne to their
ilaced on a secure platform inside the
DUM
nominal
or
face
valne
expressed
in
gold.
Tho
* three train hands outright, fatallyinjuring
bark Luke Bruce collided with the steamer Corn ............................. .37 ct .39
three others, and causing a general wreck Durango, in the English channel. The OATR-Mtxed............... ...... .28 & .29)6 bullion represented by certificatesshould be framework of the derrick-spar. Its sides
periodically valued at Its market price in gold, are finished in the usual shine of keystones
Pore— Mess ......................12.00 ©12.50
.... Two sisters, Georgian* and Ellen Conand a certain proportionateamount of silver so
Durango sank, and twenty persons were Lard ............................. .96X0 .07
but above the key that completes
iletei the arch is
i
way, shot Jack Logan and J. Devonshire drowned.
held might perhaps be coined to provide means
DETROIT.
extension that
for tho redemption of certificates,
if redemption a four-sidedperpendicular
in New Orleans for leading them astray.
Flour ............................6.00 © 5.60
The condition of affaires in Spain is be- Wheat— Na 1 White. ............ .76
was requiredfor businesspurposes. Tho Con- braces tbe interior stone blocks that extend
.77
The latter was not injured, but Logan is
troller believes that the use of silver as money in
.39
to the ashlar face. The entire stone is 4 feet
the hospital ____ Whole families are dying lieved to be worse than at any tune since Corn— Mixed .....................
this manner, and Ita periodical valuation would
.28 (* .29
6 inches high, 43 feet 10 inches from the
in Martin and adjacent counties, Kentucky, the killing of Gen. Prim in 1880. The Pork— Family
have
more
influence
In
appreciating
the
market
©12.60
1100
valne of silver among the nations of the world wedge and 3 feet 6 inches square at the
victims of the prevailing plague. . .Seven
situationis one of riots and conspiracies,
than the present arbitrary jwlnage of 412)6 top. At each corner is a concave cuttingon
.71
men were killea at a boiler explosion near trade is at * standstill, cholera is raging, Wheat— No. 2 Red, New. ......... 71
grains_________
of silver ss
s a dollar. The lasue of cur- wedge and top to key the ribs so that a secCohn— Mixed: .......
....... 33
.34
. Elizabethtown,
based upon silver should not, however,be
the treasury is bankrupt, and a revolution
ad
the present laws making the tionof the top or bottom' is nearly uniform
is impending.... China will continue the
coinage of a fixed amount of silver in shape. The plans ofl the engineer officers
Cattle—
Best ..... .............. S.25
war against France and will secure 15,000
a mandatory are very perniciousIn their
Fair ............
abo
ons made were so perfect
and the
as the unlimitedand continued issuance
Common ....... . .......4.00
worked handsomely and
that
legal-tendersfiver
Hoos .............................4.25
of fun I _________
^ coin, and certificates
; accident or delay.
based thereon, of intrinsicvalue leu than their without the
Sheep
4.2G
mediation between China and France.
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HOW HE ESCAPED.
The Strange Steer of

ft

Doctor'i Penonal

[Byrectue(N. Y.) Herald.]
The Herald lari the following statement
before Its readers,with the assurancethat
It Is undoubtedlytrue In every particular.

The writer Is a

well

and widely known oitk

Iron, and his case Is familiar to a large nnm
ber of our readers.

A Lump of Load la the Stomach—
Could each a sabstanoe be Introduced into It
withoutjeopardyto life— would produce scarcely leu bodily annoyance than a mass of undigested food In the organ, which cannot act upon
and convert Its contents Into nutriment because
it is wuk, or its gastric fuloe vitiated or deficient. To remedy the suffering,a wineglassful
of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters should be swallowed without delay, and a course of that Invaluable remedy for Indigestiontaken thereafter. For the debility,loss of flesh, night restlessness,despondency, and odd sensationsto
which chronic dyspepsiagives rise. It is a cheering and searching spedfle. With dyspepsiaare
usuallyassociated constipation and symptoms
indicative of liver disorder.These ailments are
entirely removed by the Bitters, which, moreover, Invigorates the system and fortifies It

D 2b (he Editor of (he Herald: Bih-I dislike
the notoriety of a newspaperletter over my
own signature,but In this matter duty compels me. As many are aware, I was for
years in a feeble condition,many people expecting my death at sny time. In 1879, while
at Denver, Col., I was attacked with a mysterious hemorrhage. I lost twenty pounds
of flesh in three weeks. I came home utterly against malaria.
broken down. My physicians said some peculiarityof the Western climate produced
The Art of Personal Beauty.
the disorder. I made the Journey again a
lew months later, however, without ill
In an article on this subject, Dr.

“Work, Work, Work!”
How

many women there are working

"If yon are suffering from poor health or
' languiflhlngon a ned of sioknen,take ohaerr
‘If yon are simply ailing, or If you
•weak ana dispirited,
* without clearlyknow'in* why. Hop Bitter*
' will surely cure yoo."

to-

Which will Rem ore all Yonr Doubts
—Valuable Huggwstloua— A Good
Investment—One that Yields
•‘AN HUNDRED FOLD.**

day in various branches of Industry— to say
nothing of the thousands of patient housewives whoso lives are an unceasing round of
toil— who are martyrs to those complaints to
which the weaker sox U Uablc. Their task*
are rendereddoubly hard and irksome and
their lives shortened,yet hard necessity oompelg them to keep on. To such Dr. Pierce’s
•* Favorite Proscription
" offers a sure means
of relief. For all female weaknesses It Is a
certaineuro. All druggists.

tm

Everything claiming the power to do good If yon an a minister, and
should be from a reputable source, other- have overtaxedyourselfwith yonr
wise it is open to suspicion. Dr. David Ken- pastoral dutlea, or a mother worn oat with
and work, or a msn ot business or labor
nedy, of Rondont, N. Y., affirms that his care
weakened by the strain of yonr everydayduties,
medicine, “Kennedy’sFavorite Remedy," is or a man of letter* tolllnn over your midnight
the best article of its kind ever produced, work, Hop Bitters will most sorely strengthen
Ther* Is a girl in Georgia who has four [fence it is only just to the public that he
feet. The man who marries her could keep
If von are'sufferingfrom over-eating or
refer to his record os a physician and snrhis feet warmer by sleepingwith four Icedrinking, any indiscretion or disaipation,
I eon. Among the capitaloperations perbergs.— JVeiman Independent.
armed by him, are: Amputationof the thigh- or are young and' growing too fast, at i»

yon.

-

:

bone in the case of Abraham Els worth, Port often the case,
Ewen, Ulster Oo., N. Y.; amputation of the
* Or if yon are in the workshop,on tho
arm, case of Mrs. Edward Meyers, of Ron‘farm, at the deak, anywhere,and feel
,'that your system needs cleansing,
dout, N. Y., and tho operationof lithotomy,

A Bargain In Corner Lots
is what most men desire, but to keep from filling a grave in a cemetery lot ere half your days
are numbered, always keep a supply of Dr.
Pierce's “Golden Medical Discovery” by
you. When tho first symptoms of consumption appear lose no time In putting yourself

‘toning, or stimulating,without Inremoval of stone from tho bladder,)in the
‘toxicatlng: If you are old,
case of Simon Tietsell, of Kingston, and the ‘blood thin and Impure, polae
removal of the eye for Oscar Craigg, of ‘feeble,nerves unsuady. faculties
effects, but on my return home I was prosFoote's Health Monthly says: It is under tho treatment of this Invaluablemedi- Rosendale, Ulster Co., N. Y. These are a ‘waning,Hop Blttera is what yon need to
trated with pneumonia. My left lung soon
cine. It cures when nothing else will. Pos- : ew of many. All these persons are now in 'give you new life, health and vigor."
entirely lilled, and my legs and body became pretty generally known that this art sessing, as it does, ten times tho virtue of
If you are costive or dyspeptic, or suffertwice their natural size. I was obliged to sit has been cultivated during at least a tho best cod-liver oil, it is not only the cheap- he bloom of health. Dr. Kennedy does not
ing from any other of the numerous disupright in bed for several weeks, in ew thousand years, und mainly by the est but far the pleasantest to take. It puri- hesitate to say that the happy result of these
eases of the stomach or bowels, It la your
the midst of the severest agony, with my
fies and enriches tho blood, strengthens the and other eases of a similarcharacter,was
gentler sex. A history of the art in all
arms over my bead. I was in consystem, cures blotches,pimples, eruptions, due to the use of the “Favorite Remedy. " It
own fault If you remain ill. If
stant fear of sudocation. Many a night I had ts phases and developmentswould, no and other humors. By druggists.
was this that purified the Blood, regulated you are wasting away with any form
deadly linkingspells. When the pneumonia doubt, be interesting;and if we were
the Liver and Kidneys, and thus gave tone of Kidney disease, stop tempting death this
abated the hemorrhagesreturned.My legs 0 follow the investigationsinto a close
DiminutiveDudo— “Why do you make mo and strength to the system, and in this way moment, and turn for a -cure to Hop Bitter*
were twisted with cramps, my skin was very
study of the habits of animals and wait until the last dance’/”Young Lady— “Oh, preventing a return of the diseasewhich had
hot and dry, my blood circulatedunevenly,
If you ore sick with that terrible sickto give you time to grow.”
necessitateda resort to the surgeon's knife.
)irds, we should probably be able to
. my mouth was parched, I was tormented
ness, Nervousness, yon will find a “ Balm
“Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy" for sale
with the pains oi gravel and mucus in my show that nature herself has pointed out
Horse BreedingIn America^
in Gilead " in Hop Bitters.
fluids, and my back ached excruciatingly.
by all druggists.
sufficientreasons for perfectionof form
Fifteenmillion of Horses are now owned in
1 did not know what was my especial dis—If you arc a frequenter or a resident of
and color and artisticself-decoration, America, and more than a million a year
order, but in April, 1881, a councilof live of
—a miasmatic district,barricade yonr ay*must
bo
bred
to
keep
up
the
supply.
The
-tem against tho scourge of all countries,
the best phys.o.ansof Syracuse said I could n lien of all preparations recommend- largest portion of these are used for agri—Malaria, Epidemic, Biliousand Int?rnot poadbly recover. They advised me to ed to effect the desired result, we have culturaland heavy draft purposes, and such
— mittont Fevers, by the use of Hop Bitten.
try the virtuesof a certain mineral spring. one specific to offer; it is health. A
hones bring from $175 to)2G0 each. It would
atj. DISEASES OF THE
With pitiful helplessness, I dragged myself
be Impossibleto breed them If it were not
If von have rough, pimply, or sallow skin, bad
to the cars, but was obligedto stop over at woman who can maintain perfect health
breath, Hop Bitters will give you fair skin, rich
lardly needs to patronize the artists for tho importation of Percheron horses.
Worcester, Mass. There I was again thorblood,
the sweetest breath and health, two will
Five hundred stallions arc now annually Imoughly examined by fifteen physicians,who who supply artificalaids to beauty. A
be paid for a case they will not cure or help.
ported from France to tho United States.
concurred that i was incurable. Neverthewoman who is over-stout can reduce The tramens? wealth they are adding
BY THE TIMELY USE OF
less, 1 continue]my journey to the springs,
to the nation will bo better underA Lady’s With.
remained there several weeks, but returned ler flesh and form to the artisticlevel
stood when It is known that the first
>y due attention to diet and exercise,
• Oh, how I do wish my skin was as clear and
home without benefit or hope.
of a Percheron stallionwith a na‘soft as yours,’’said a lady to her friend. "Yoo
My disorder was for years sapping and and she can accomplish more in this cross
tive marc doubles the sellingvalue of the
'can easily make It so," answered the friend.
mining ray constitutionbefore the final atcolt
when
mature.
largo
numbers
of
Terway than by the use of any anti-fat
" How ?" inquired the first lady.
tack was made. First l had chills and fever,
cheron stallions arc exported from the United
‘By using Hop Bitters that makes pure, rich
PURE,
then severe and protracted cold, then rest- medicine. By the same means — diet
States by Canadian breeders to renew the old
blood and blooming health. It did It for me as
lessness at night, nervous Irritabilityby day, and exercise, judiciously proportioned,
Harmless
to
the
most
Delicate!
French blood so highly prized, and also to
you observe."
4
constantlydistressing backache, unusna. the lean woman may gain flesh and ro- give quality, style and action to the larze
03*None genninc without a bunch of grees
By It* faithful use CONSUMPTIONH AS BEEN
dispositionto catarrh, pali in the chest,
Hops on the white label. Shun all tho vile, poistundity. The pale and sallow girl can English Draft and Clydesdalestock which has
CURED when other Remediesand Physician*
torpid liver, headache, and dull sensationin
onous stuff wltb’jlop^or '’Hops" Id their name.
been bred there so long. Nearly one huntasve failed to effect s cure.
:qtiire a ruddy complexion in a better
the base of the brain. For five years paindred Percheron stallions have been sold to
ful rheumatic pains affected my knee. .. ay than by the applicationof liquid Canada during the past two years by M. W.
Jirimxah WBiQHT,of Marion Oounty,W.Vs«write*
Hand-Book FREE.
Stomach and bowel derangementscame in or powdered rouge. Falling hair and Dunham. “Oaklawn Farm,” Wayne, Illinois, u* that hi« wife had PulmonahtConsumption,and
wm
pronounced ihouhadlk by thoir physiciRD»wbw
their turn, with an occasionaltiuttcring of
greatest importer of tho French race, Die use of Allen’* Lung Bdsuu KNTiaELT cubed
my heart, and an inability to draw a long pimples can be remedied by means the
hkb. He writes that he and hi* neighbors think it
Id STwy tows can obtain an llinstretsd
who
has imported from France nearly 2,000 the
best medicine In the world.
breath; quick fatigue lollowed much con- superior to any hair renewer or freckle
860 pacs Htory Book as a
bead. Ho now has on hand several hundred
Wm.
O.Dioue*.
Merchant
of
Bowling
Green,
V*..
versation; irregularity of appetitesuccodcd. lotions. It is largely through lack of
of the finest Percboronsto be found in write*. April 4th, UBL that he wantsn* to know that
Fitful piins of a neuralgic order flitted
education in hygiene that women fall France, nearly all recorded,with their pediabout my body, and alter a day of hard
grees, in tho I erchoron Stud Book of France.
work, my arms would feel numb, so I into evil ways and acquire bad habits
I
Benda two cent lUrn'i* to the Publish*?*
often had fears of paralysis. Fo terrible and lose the beauty of form, feature
I of the beat of .1] the ROYfl A GIRLS’
“Put up” at the Gault House.
*7)^ Mk^idith! Dentlrto^ Cincinnati, was thought l —
at times did my back and arms ache that at and color which Nature would willingI llagailnes, WIDE AWAKE, and get
The business man or tourist will find firstthe close of work I would lie on my couch for
ica. motions at onci.
class accommodations
at the low price of $2 uier hio lurniuiB »uuwu
an hour with arms upraised In vain attempt ly endow them with.
***» -r;*
AiMnst, D. LOTH HOI* A UO.,
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chica- thst it st once cured his cough and that he was able
for relief. After a night of restlessness and
31 Franklin 8t., Boston. Mam
to
resume
his
prartlco.
.
. . „
hallucination,I would awake in the morning
The ugliest old woman in the world go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This Wm. A. Gbaham ft Co.. Wholesale Druggist*,Zaneswith such a distressing headache that 1 could
far-famed hotel Is located in tho center of the
The Buyers’ Guide is Issued
Ohio, write us of the cure of MathiH Frcoinwi,
married the prettiest young man. The city, only ono block from the Union Depot. ville.
s well-knownciUzen, who b*d been afflicted with
not arise until 1 bad drunk a cup of strong
Bbonchiti*
in
its
worst
form
for
twelve
years.
The
ugliest old man in the world married Elevator;all appointments first-class.
coffee or tea.
___
__________
Lung Balaam cured him, a* it has many others, of
The diseasewhich bad fastened on mo dur- the prettiest young
H. W. Horr, Proprietor.
Both
Bbonghitis.
a wh?lo picture gallery. Gives wholesale
ing all these years, my physicians said, was
women were left widows. The event
prices direct to conavmert on all goods for
Write for a Copy.
Bright’sdisca e of the kidneys, pronounced
Ills
toteMlielicatecffl! personal
family use.
by every medical authority to be incurable. took place in modern times.
If you would like to know all about the ro
Having exhausted all authorized remedies, 1
markable curative agent called Compound
Telia how
order, ami
dismissed my medical attendants and began
It contains no Optaie any fora!
Youno and middle-agedmen, suffering Oxygen, write to Drs. Starkey ft Palen, 1109
gives
cost of evthe use of Warner’s safe cure in December, from nervous debility, premature old age, Girard sL, Philadelphia, for their Treatiseon
Recommendedby PhyHldans.Minister* and
erything you
use, drinkr
1881. I faithfully persevered for two and loss of memory, and kindred symptoms, Compound Oxygen. Sent free.
Nurne*. In fact, by everybodywho has given it a
eat,
wear,
have
fun
good trial. It Never Full* to Bring Kellef.
one-half years, and it has saved my life and should send three letter stamps for largo
with.
‘ inraluablft
restored ray health, when twenty of the most illustrated treatise suggesting sure means of
Brown's BronchialTroches
Gall for Allen’s Lnng Balaam and shnn the uae of
hooks contain information gleaned from
competent phyeieiana aald I could not recover. cure. World s DispensaryMedical Associa- for Coughs and Colds: ltThe only article of all remedies without merit and an estahllahedreputaI have taken over 200 bottles,following all
the markets of the world. We will mail
tion.
As Ml Expectorant It lias no Equal t
tion, Buffalo, N. Y.
the kind which has done me good service. I
di >t rules and directions.
a copy Free to any addressupon receipt
want nothing bettor.” Rev. R. H. Craig, SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
I have hithertorefrained from publishing
Wry would a practical Joker make a suc- OtinvlUc, N. Y. Sold only In boxes.
of the postage— 8 cents. Let us hear
details of mv case, lecauso I wished to se- cessful auctioneer/ Because of his success
Here.
Biniaaonstu
I
EARN
from you. Respectfully,
cure permanent effectsbefore stating re- in selling bis friends.
Kinsman's Peptonized debf Tonic, the w Address VALENTINE
INE BROflBROS. Janesville.
Janesville. Wl*.
sults, but as I have been comparatively a
only preparation of beef containing Its en
well man for the last two years and abie to
Every Woman in the Land
tire nutritiousproperties. It contains blood
LI
attend to my business daily, wholly through
and lifoeustalnlng
owes it to herself and her family to take care making, foroe-generatlng,
the preparationname i, I feel that I ought to
properties;
invaluable
for
indigestion,
dysof her health. When she finds her health
100
spread its merits before the world. If you
failing,and debility and weakness undermines peiwla, nervous prostration, and all forms of
STYLES
see fit to publish what I have written 1 shall
general debility; also, in all enfeebled condiHAS
her strength,her surest and best remedy Is
be gratified.Yours, etc-.
tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nerv- HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL GREAT WORLD’S EXp.R,.n.
Kidney- Wort, it builds up the general health,
Dr. 8. G. Martin.
ous prostration, overwork,or acute disease,
HIBITIONS FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS.
keeps the secretorysystem in pertcct order,
Syracuse,N. Y., Oct. 1C, 1884.
regulatesthe Kidneys and Bowels, and en- particularly if resulting from pulmonary Only Amerieam Organs Awarded such at any. 75 PER
OF ALL
complaints. Caswell, Hazard ft Co., proprieables these Important organs to perform their
For Cash, Easy Payments or Rents*.
tors,
New
York.
Sold
by
druggists.
Cooking a Frog.
natural functions in throwing off the accuEVIB IMFORTCD TO XMESIOA.
There are many ways of cooking a mulated Impuritiesof the body.
From Maj. Downs, Military Instructor,Mt.
J
STOCK ON BANNc
Pleasant
Academy,
Sing
Sing,
N.
Y.:
During
frog, or rather the only joints of him
It doesn’t speak much of the size of a man's
the
very
cold
weather
I was suffering with
that are eaten— namely, his hind legs, mind when It takes him only a minute to
Catarrh. My head and throat ached so
mported Brood Hire*
to which a part of his back is left at- make It up.— JYew Fork Graphic. •
severely that I was obliged to keep quiet. improvement*one of greatervalue ihsn any : secui^
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and

flour;

them in plenty of fine
olive oil until thev are crisp as “the
finally fry

whitebaitof the minister, that treasure
the sea, ; and the bones are changet
into something so rich and strange
that they melt in the mouth. Add a
lemon, red pepper, brown bread and
butter, to complete “the loaves and
fishes* illusion, and say if “fricassee de
grenonilles*be not much easier to eat
than to pronounce,and a species of
“small deer* by no means to be abandoned to poor Tom. You can devil
them like the “bait,” too, if you like;
and they make a tip-top curry. Or
thev fry well in batter; or you stew
them in butter and white wine, with
parsley and enough garfcc to swear by
chopped up fine. But, no matter how
they be cooked, they are very pretty
eating, and make a deliciousentreetenderer than the youngest chicken,
and still with a flavor and a velvety
texture all their own.— Pa/l Mall Gaz-

ette.

_

Wnr

_

Reform In Dancing, p
should earn-

estly seek the modest and graceful,
what a revolutionit would he ! .
Can not that craze for revival of the
antique, which has inflicted upon our
home architecture mediaeval English
ugliness and inconvenience,find in the
past some graceful and high-bred modes
of dancing that .are worth revival?
Why not display graceful movements
and posture in the minuet, instead of
physical violence in the hugging whirl

and bobhjng and bnmping? Or,

shoulder.

_____

_

_ '
'

and perfected. Clear as spring water, delightfully perfumed and will not soil the finestlinen
fabric— a perfect toiletpreparationand absolutely makes the hair grow on bald heada.

if

Catarrh
f

SESsr®"*1

Not

ft

at

Liq-

iJlIalllllL

Snuff. Ap-

ply Into nostrils.

GOLDKH BEAL BITTERS.
Broken down invalids, do
wiih to gain flesh,to so

Thorough Treit-

that

ment

Lorillard’s Climax Ping

^

Pain.

Giles Relief

will Cure.
tain refreshingsleep, to feel
snd know that every fibre
and tissue of ronr system is
being braced tip and renovated? If no commence ifa course of

Give it a Trial

bearing a ml f <n fapnhat*Lorillard,l
iiote Leaf One out ; that Lorillard’a

SO

_ -

60

cents at Druggists'.
cents by mall, regie-

We

What

should be tho length of a man’s
arms? A man’s arras may be short, but
every bold step lengthens them two feet.
Horsford'aicid Phosphate.

WELL

PLEASED.
Dr. G Boberts, Winchester, Hi., says: “I
have used it with entire satisfaction In cases
of debility from ago or overwork, and in
inebriates and dyspeptics, and am well
pleased with Its effects.”

A POINTER FOB YOU

!

You'll never loose anything by “keepingposted.”
Maps, pamphlets, paper*, etc, concerningUnda,
Farming, Stock-raising, Fruit-growing,
Mining, Manufacturing, etc., in Kansas,Colorado, Nkw Mexico,
Arizona, California and Old Mexico «ent free on
applicationto C. B. SCHMIDT, Commiaioner of
Immigration, A. T. & S. F. R. R., TopekS,Kaa.

MJlIlli
The Peache in

AGENTS

“ Do rou believe in fate, Bridfet?” asked
the upetalre girl of the oook. “ Bhurc, an’ if
01 didn’t, d’yers’pose Ol’d be aftherbuyln’

_

__

_

That wonderlul eatboliconknown as Lydia
B. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has given
the lady a world-widereputation for doing
good. It Is a living spring of health and
strength.

__

•
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YOU MAKING

Is

louse. Wells, Richardson ft Co., Burlington,Vt.

NO BIDDING

glKHon

STOVE

SILVER

Dec. IT, 1884,
10 o'clock,A. M.,
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France, will sell at bona
imported

fide vaflftc naic
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HOWTO WIH ATfARDS,

PERCHERON

DICE,

,

BEST
HOLIDAY GIFT
Pastor, Parent. Tefteker,Child, Friend.

itaatly on

hand every ante I*

to

SULLIMS
Broodmares

.

life

I

2-year oM

•I

$
*3
%.

Americalaai

i

LCOME

and

i^CBfeHR^wtnnersf Le Mans and
PICADOB. SflAKQUlft, MOlVi..

GIFT.

winners at the great horac iiowa of Aleneon.
Lo. MM: snd Caen. 1883: and again took (rent
»

Every horse offered at this *sle will be startedby

i

owners at actual vain e u
In FmMftlfflllffljHIflRlI
France-plos a
gsMaWy||efcvatae

Sj

advance to cover costs and riik* of ----•old o the highest bidder. Term#:

a strengthening

‘

:

H

syrup, pleaasnt to take, and the best blood

Ait improvement In Upright Pianos has purlller ever discovered, curing scrofula,
been Introducedby the Mason ft Hamlin

HwBSkS-s
renderingIt much more durable.-Bocto»

; Journal.

Murray Hill Pub.

syphiliticdisorders, weakness of the kidneys,

C.N.U.

erysipelas, malaria, nervous disorders, debility, biliouscomplaints

and diseases of the

blood, Uvor, kMneys, stomach, akin, etc.

'

•

will be well. Don’t despair
because you have s weak
|ouat|tuuon.Fortify

Am.

PUBLIC

MOREY?
wealth. No woman really
practiceseconomy unless she uses the Diamond Dyes. Many pounds can be saved
every year. Ask druggist OnlylOc.Simple
economy

ons

week you will be convalescent. In s month you-*

shouted the conductor. “Don’t turn out on
our account; we are only killingtime,” replied the chorus.— Texas Sifting*.

hoes/”

GOLDEN

BKAL HITTERB. In

t

,

a
LY’SITWcftMa, no
CRE

AP. R. U. AWARE
Mamak
;

COLTS

Two

Once.

PENSIONS

tttlUm

enough for

Old

' IOO

uid or

visit or leave New York City,
save Baggage Expressage and Carriage Hire, and
stay at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Central Depot: 800 elegantrooms fittednp at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to Si and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
Restaurantsupplied with the best. Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Families can live better for less money at the Grand
Union tb«" at any firat-claashotel In the dtr.

xoo

MASON ft HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.,

Important.

When you

HORSES

Iwcrtri
nC

U

should you be careful how you entertain friendship?Because it has a cold

sweating physical activity is the want,
A crisis is reported in China. There will
why not have it decently in the old
always be a cry-sis when she loses her chewstyle of steps and pigeon-wings and
ing gum.— Prorta Beacon.
other gymnastic feats, done by each one
How to Secure Health.
singly and in emulation? Or why not
It Is strange any one will suffer from dehave the Irish jig— an entirely modest
dance, into which each can put all de- rangementbrought on by Impure blood when
sired violence without doing violence ScovlU's Sarsaparillaand Stllllngia,or Blood
upoh one another?— CincinnatiCom- and Liver Syrup, will restore health to the
mercial Gewette

_

“Follow my baton and go with me.”

__

• If fashionable dancing

_

_

_

__

DTJUTTAM,

Upright Pianos

"

but the best In color and quality. This color
is used by all the loading creameries und
dairymen, and is sold by druggists and mer-

chants.

"OT.

CENT

tached, chiefly to hold those limbs toEly’s Cream Balm was suggested.Within an
Color Your Butter.
hour from tho first application I felt relieved,
gether. The edible portions shonh
Farmers that try to sell white butter are the pain began to subside. In a few days I
first be thrown into plenty of fresh oold all of the opinion that dairying does not pay.
was entirely cured.— W. A. Downs. Price
water to blanch ; next, they should be If they would use Wells, Richardson ft Co.’s 50 cents.
Improved
Butter
Color, and market their butdrained and dried; then put to soak
ler In perfect oondit on, they would still get
What is beautiful? Why, Oarboline, a deoawhile in white of eggs well beaten up; pood prices, but It will not pay to make any dorizedextract of petroleum, as now improved

now powder .them over with

M.

t&CM&RIAIIft

A.

Co*
No.

49-04.

ROGY.^^^s
',r

$
i*j ftchtol at 3:15. Subject*: Morning, ^Tuhe^in
‘•God** fervent zeal
own worship1. mwttnRt

fbr

Saturday, December 6, 1884.
Many

Afternoon,“Sought with tears (mt not

found.” Evening, ^'Balaam,,leaving diof the

towns of

Illinois are revolt-

vinations,prophesieth the happiness of

ing against the price charged- by the Bell

Telephone

Company for

Israel.

the use of

tele-

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

phones in their local exchanges. The

at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
De Bruyn, pastor.

_______ and shall
deliver* certified copy thereof to the chief engineer, who shall notify each person of the time and
place of the raeotingv
Section 4. At the time and place eo dealg.
nated the mayor shall proceed to call the meeting
to order,and ehall be the presiding offlcer, audibe
city clerk aball perform the dntlee of Clerk of said
flret meeting. The member* presentehall then
proceed to appointfrom among their number, officer*, and make such by-laws for their organiza-

A very large and

which case there

lies to terms, in

moeopo-

Common

will be a

MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev. X- T.
general reduction in the price for the
George, Pastor. Services at 10 :80 a. m.,
yearly use of the “phones.” The result and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
should be in accordancewith the indica- Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
tions. The telephone has got to be a Morning, “Not numbers but spirit.” Evening, “Prove me, saith the Lord of hosts.”
public necessity and the charges should

Connell.

Section5. Everv member of.......
the. fire department ehall be entitled . to an annual certificate
which ahall be Issocd by the' city clerk and which
shall beprima fada evlaeftcfe of hi* membership.
Section 6. The chldf encirnSer of the fire do____ snnnsUy
by the Comp&rtmentshall be appointed
a
t Monday
In May, or as
mon Connellon the flret
Mon
soon thereaftera* maybe, In the manner pre-

'3!

of goo da suitable for

HOLIDAY

prospect* are that the subscriberswill vices
bring this grandest of all grand

fine line

GIFTS.

Woodsmen.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 Inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Beading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor farther in*
formation apply 1o Fixter’s Stave Factory.

Easy Chair* and Hooker*, Rattan
and Gamp Chair*, Sowing
Machine*, and Organs,
aud a complete line ot

CARPETS, FURNITURE, ETC.
Come and

very cheap.

see.

MEIER, BROUWER

scribed by the charterof *ald city, for the appoint<£ CO.
of officer*, and ehall hold his officeuntil the
Everyone knows how painful burns and ment
first Monday in May next after such appointment,
scalds are, but very few are aware that an and nntll his encceesor la qualifiedand enter* upreach of all people engaged in business.
Administrator'sSale.
application of DeLand'a Soda or Saleratus on the duties of hi* office, said chief engineer ehall
receive *nch annual salary as the Common CounIn the matter of the estate of Henry Niemeyer<
Thr Roll of Honor for school district will ease the pain at once. Remember cil
ahall fix.
deceased. Notice is hereby given tha't I aball sell
Section 7. It ehall be the duty of said chief en- at public auction, to the highest bidder,on
No. 1. Township of Holland, for month this and you will save yourselves much
gineer to devote *uch time as may be necewary or
annoyance.
ending Nov. 21, 1884: Nellie Huntley,
a* provided by the Common Council, to the inter- Mlar, tbe fill DaroIDMer, A.D. 1884,
est of said department, andhe ehall, to his best,
at two o’clock in the afternoon, at the Phoenix
Betsey Ballanche, Gertie Mtrsilje, Maud
Board of Education.
endeavor to perfect It* organizationand promote Planing Mill In the city of Holland,In the connty of
it*
efficiency.
He
ehall
in
all
cases
of
fire
have
the
Maniije, Mary Huntley, Cecil Huntley,
Ottawa, In the state or Michigan, pursuant to liaole and absolute controlover all the members of
Holland, Mich., Dec. 1, 1884.
cense and anthority granted to me on the sixth day
Harry Huntley, Sophia Ellen, Addle
the
department,
and
U
shall
be
his
duty
to
see
Members present, Beach, De Roo, Meof October, A. D. 1884, by the Probate Court of
that
all the apparatus connectedwith ana belongHuntley, Reka Bidding, Burton Harring- rit! e and Boggs.
Ottawa Connty,Michigan, all of the estate, right,
ing to the departmentis kept In good repair and title and interestof the said deceased of, in and to
Mr. De Roo of the special committee on condition; he shall also see that
all hydrants
and the.real estate situated and being In the connty of
ton, Inez Harrington,Dainle Harrington,
......
»!'
usic books reported that the books, receptacle*of water belonging to the city and per- Ottawa, In the state of Michigan, known and deEva Coaler, Rose Coster, Wirt Lockhart,
taining to the fire department
_____ are well nupplled
cnarts, and tuning tubes recommended with water and that the openings thereof are al- scribedas followsto-wit: Commencing at the
Willie Kooeyers,Fred Kooeyers,Charlie
quarter post ol section thirty (83) In townby Prof. Shepard should be bought for the ways kept free from' Ice and other obstructions south
ablp five (5) north of range fifteen (15) west, and
Kooeyera, Maud De Kraaker, Lizzie De use of the schools.— Report accepted aod and are kept in good repair. He shall report to runningthence east aleng the south line of said
the Common Connell any deficiency In the supply section, thirty-five(35) cnalna and fifty-four(54)
Eraaker, Katie De Kraaker, Judd Hew- recommendations adopted.
of water pertaining to the fire department in any links, rnnnlngthence north to Black Lake, thence
he committee on buildings and repairs part of the city, and he shall In the months of
lett, Fred Van den Beldt, Cornelius De
westerly along the water’s edge of said lake to the
wds instructed to buy a necessary amount August, November,February and May, of each north and aonth quarter line of section thirty,(80)
Kraaker, Annie Appeldorn, Llbbie Appel*
year report to the Common Connell the coiditlon thence south along said quarter line to the quarter
of jsteve wood for the ward school, and
of hydrants, water supply, and of *11 fire appa_
____ j® containing
__________ ______
six and
dorn, John Van Slooten, Albert Beekman, fifty cords of four foot wood for the Union ratuses of the city, and also any Infraction or vio- post, the place of beginning,
three-fourths(0&) acres of land, more or less, said
lationof the rnles of tbejdepnrtment, by any mem- land being situated in the city of Holland, connty
a
Willie Beekman, Annie Dunnewind,
ber thereof,and he shall also report at the same of
W. Ottawa and State wa
w «OV
of asaavusKSBUy
Michigan; uiov/
also VUW
the west
The superintendeutrecommended that time,
Benie Wiegmink, Ruth Kerkhof, Henrithe name of sneb member or members of the
>cklflftv-three(58)ln
the
out three dozen third readers be bought fire departmentas may have disobeyedthe orders one-half of lot three (8) In block
city of Holland,connty of Ottawa aud state c
etta Kerkhof, Mary Kneutson and Addle
nd placed in Christina VaupelPs room. of their superior officers or who hare neglected or Michigan.
Johnson. Jrknir E. Osborn, TeaehpS —Recommendation was referred to com- refused to do their duty, or were absent from any Dated, Holland. Oct. 16, 18S4.
fire or from any review of the fire department,and
38-71 REINDER E. WERKMAN, AdminMrator.
mittee on school books.
said chief engineer shall have power to suspend
ThR semi-centennialcelebration of the
Adjourned.
any member of the department from duty and pay

be so reduced as to place it within the

ED.
or to G.

I.

SEARS,

t..

Fresh

Meats

Salt

l

IMTJTTOnST,

FOUIZ,

W

until the first regular meeting of the Common
T. J. Boggs, Secretary.
Council after snch supenslon.at which time he
last Tuesday and Wednesday in Grand
ahall report the cause of such suspensionto the
Erysipelas and Salt Rheum were driven Council, together with such recommendatiou as
H*ven.
large number of people witentirely away from )ir8. J. C. Anderson, be mar see fit iu regard to the disposalof the
nessed the exercises. Hon. D. Cutler Peshtljro,Wls., by Burdock Blood Bit- case, and in case of the failure of the Council to
exonerate or convict the person so reported and
presided.
very interesting program ters. No equal as a blood purlder.
auspendedon the charge preferred by the chief engineer. at the meeting at which the report waa
carried
Several papers were
made, then the said person shall remain saspended
Bncklen’a Arnica Salve.
from duty withont pay, nntll the Common Connell
read among which were “Early recollecThe best salve in the world for Cuts, shall hare disposed of the case. He shall cause
tion of the triumph of 1833” by T. G.
an annual review of the fire department to be held
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever on the first Monday m Jane In each year, and he
Winior; “The Newspapers of the County”
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, •hall give notice thereofto the city clerk. On the
by Rev. A. S. Kedzie; “Organizationof Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- day. appointedlor snch review it shall
iall be tthe 4uty
all persona belonging to the fire department to
the county’* by S.
Lowing; “The burn- ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is ef
appear at their designatedplace, folly equipped
ing of Holland” by
Schelven; guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or with the company apparatusand in uniform fer
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. snch review;ana he shall report In writing an“Schoolsof the county and Hope College’
nually to the Common Connell, at their last meetFor sale by H. Walsh.
ing in April the names and number of the memby Prof. E. B. Fairfield; “County buildbers of the fire departmentand the respective com
panlea to which they belong, also all accidents by
ing*, past, present and future” by B. F.
Sunshine for Everybody.
fire that may happen In said city, with tho cause
Cutisss,and many abort letters from pioA neat monthly publication called The thereof,as w* 1 as can be ascertained and the descriptionof the buildingsdcatroyedor injured.
m'M, Is
it becoming quite popneers of the connty were read by those Suntiine Magazine,
The chief engineershill not allow or permit any
ular
among
the
la
lies,
and
has
readers
engine or other apparatus belongingto the fire depresent. The papers were all of much Inin most every town. It is a large Illus- partment to be taken beyond the limits of the city
terest and were approciated by the large
trated Magazine devoted to Fashions, nor allow any snch engine or other apparatusto be
nsed for any private purpose, other than for the
number of liiteoen.
proceedingsin Fancy
Cooking, Farming, and extinguishing of fire, unte** by the writtencondetail will be printed In book form.
Household
nousenom waiters,
Matters. its
Its low subscription sent of the mayor or other person acting in
in the
price to new subscribers, only Fifty Cents caosclty of mayor.
Section8. The assletant engineer of the fire deRev. N.
Williamson,
South a year, gives it a large circulation.Sampartment shall be recommends by the chief enBend, Ind., writes in the Chrittian IntMi- ple copies ten cents. Address,The Sun- gineer for appointmentby the Common Council,
shine Magazine, Fiilmore Allegany Co., and ahall be paid snch annual salary aa may be
geneer as follows ebout his recent visit to
*|| ol the
fixed by the Council. It ehall be the duty
assistantengineerto assist the chief engineer snd
Holland snd Hope College: “The occa>ev his orders, and In the absence of the chief
FITS; All Fits stopped free
Dr.
sion ef the visit was the opening lecture
gineer at any fire, to take command and to also

settlementof Ottawa County was held

Supt.

Sons’ store.

dealer Un

.

School.

VER SCHURE,

Van Putten &

and

LARJD,
always on hand-

Fish, Poultry and

.

Game

in their season.

A

A

was

out.

.

L

.

G. Van

The

D.

J W- B O

M A

S

Merchant

N

,

J

Tailor,

and dealer

Con

“

Meat

tit Fidit Iriei

M

Met,

ia this

delivered’ to l&ny part of th
City free! of oherge.

in.

GIVE ME a CALL!

Ready-Made

Holland, Apr.

GOODS

GENTS’ FURNISHING

SEARS,

L. C.

Clothing,

3,

’84. «_u

Genuine Cyclone

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
1* goinfc

Work,

of

kn

on in the stock of

Dry Goods A Groceries,
A large and very

fine line

of

at

the store *f

suiTiisra-s «. WYNHOFF.

by

of the course ef the Young Men's Chris- Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. Np fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
tian Associationof Hope College. Its
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fit
coutinuance over part of the next day cases. Send to Dr. Klloe, 931 Arch St.,
12-ly
gave the opportunity of seeing the eue Phils.,

Pa.

hundred aod tbirty-Ave students of the
Academy— thirty of them la#prcial $otiffss.
dies— the second time, and bearing their
linging at chapel prayers. They were an
Notice.
unusually floe looking company of young
To the taxpayersof the city of Hoipeople, and a larger number of them than land;
ind: Notice
Is hereby given that the tax
Notice fa
ever before. Aud If a recitation I at- roll has been delivered te me, aud that
College snd

.

the

chief engineer and hia assistant,

Section 10. The chief engineer, mayor, or any
alderman, the marshal or any constableof said
city shall have power to call npon any person to

me

made, even

'

bllkiae. A number of expectanttbeologi- for

in this

country of large possl-

-xal students are also

in.

Holland, studious-

ly awaiting the lulflllmentof the
' Cal requisitions and

the opening of the

' Theological Seminary.

A

Synodi-

n

CARD.

I

48

Mason and Hamlin organ
which will be sold very cheap.
Inquire of J. G. POST.

have a

flue

2w.
sale,

SPHH ....

m

.

Holiday Goods!
now

them.

We

I

W. H. BEACH,
Attest: Gio. H.Htpp, CUv Clerk.

lUn^wlth^theServices

The Sberwin-Williams prepared
for

Flrat Reformed Church, services at

and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:89. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:80. The pulpit will be supplied by

9:80 e. m.,

Rev. N. M. Steffens,

Hope Reformed Church— Services
10:80 a. m.

,

m.

and 7:30 p.

m.

at

Sunday school

Thomas Walker Jones,
Paster. Morning, communion service,
sacramentaladdress, reception into membership. Evening, subject: “Paul at
at 12

Damascus,

Rev.

bis

conversion and its sign.”

Congregational tinging. Opening anthems by

the

choir. All ere welcome.

In large

MRS. GEO. B'OSTER,

MUSIC TEACHER

MRS. GEO. FOSTER,

Orders for the
office of the

.X

B.
14,

WYNHOFF.

1888.

!

be left at the

Holland Citt News.
all

periodicalwork a specialty.

llEMOODFORMEil.
foster, MILBtTKlT A

1884.

OO., Proprietor*. Bnflhlo. Hew York.

FALL AND WINTER.

1884

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS. CAPS.
PLUMES. TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES. SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

D.

I

Holland, June

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

Magazine and and

.

n

Oct. 2, 1884.

BOOKSXOTDriVG-

appellationaloreeaid

AiPipi

Goods delivered free of charge.

Moderate.

Holland, Mich.,

Hection2. It shall be the duty of the chief engineer upon being so Instructed by the common
Connell, to enroll1 the
'
names of forty five nr more
able-bodied male residents of acid city, between

*of the*

1

of Rev. Chae. Scott, D. D.

Sheriff's Sale.

AN ORDINANCE

appointedas such

Needle Gas Lamp.

These lamps are a great im!
provement on all other lamps
All those who desire to learn both as to quantity of oil
music and especially those who used and the amount of light
want to learn to play upon the piwhich they give. Call and
ano or organ should apply to me at
my home on Ninth street in the res- see them.

m.

bleaaedaeas of the pure In heart.

have the agency in this city

Cures Diizmess, Lots ofMppttils,Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections ol the Liver and Kidneys,Pimples and
____
\dFacs
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

the ages of eighteen and forty-five years, who are
willingto serve as firemen, and leave said enrollit with the clt
city clerk; said enrollmentto be
Brook, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., and meat
completed
pletad and lef
left with the city clerk within flfI JOp.
Snoday School at 8:15 p. m. teen day# after receiving hia instructions(rum the
Common Connell.
Prayer meetlngvThuraday evening at 7:90.
Section 8. The city clerk shall present said roll
Morning, “A prayer for divine guidance to the Common Connell at their firatmeetingthereof, for their approval, and open the approvaland
in the right way.” Afternoon, “The appojntmentof the persona therein enrolled, the

Third Reformed Cbnrch— Rev.

1884. lHy

ifat or.

Bv virtue of an execntlon Issued ont of and under the seal of the CircuitConn, of the county of.
Ottawa in the State of Michigan,attested on the
Jfq. 113.
1Mb day of November, A. D. 1884, to me directed
and delivered In favor of Marauds F. Wheeler,
plaintiff, and against the goods and chattels and
for want thereoi,then of the real eatate of Pbebe
Relative to the Reorganization and A. Fisher, defendant therein named. I have levied
npon and shall expose for eale at public auction to
duties of the Fire Departmqpt.
the highest bidder, all the eatate, right, title and
Interestof th« said Pbebe A. Fisher,at the front
The City of Holland Ordalu:
dooroftbecoorthooee,Inthe city of Graud HaSection 1. That the Ftre Department of the
ven, that being the place of holding the Clrcnit
City of Holland shall consist or one chief engiCoart of the county, wherein eald premleee are
neer and one asaisunt engineer, oae hook and
eitaated,on Monday, the 19th day of January, 1865.
ladder company, and two or mow hose companies.
at ten o'clock in the forenoon of aaid day. In and to
The said hook and ladder company to be -comthe following described real estate,lying and being
posed of not lea* than un men and not more than
in the connty Qf Ottawa, and Bute of Michigan, aa
twenty mea. Each hoao company shall be tomfollow*,to-wlt: Lot alx (6), block forty-six (46) In
pored of not lee* than ten and not more than fif'’.Michigan
the City of Hoi aad, Ottawa oounty,
teen men, who ahall respectivelybe designated by
the

’

for the celebrated

paint

and small eans at
Krricik8 A Bangs.

v

W. BOSMAN,

J.

23,

I

oil.

Ckmrola

w

and complete line of

always on hand.

Holland, Mich., April

Hection 12. The chief enigineer. mayor, or idence
marabalmay order the book and Isdder company
or men. or other persona te poll down or remove Terms
any building,or cot down or remove any fence for

the purpose of checking any fire.
SnortoN 13. Any justice of the peace of the
city of Hollasd, shall have JariHdictlonto try and
pnnisb any person complained of for* lifai
lating
H. D. Post is
open for the Hol- any condiuonof this ordlnanee,npon complaint
iday trade, Photograph Albums, (finest made by the marabal or other residentof this
assortment ever opened in Holland) Gold City.
Hection 14. An ordinanceentitled,“An ordinPens, Autograph Albums, Books, Ac., &c. ance relativeto the organization and duties of the
Call aod see
42-5t fire department,”approved May 18lb, 1880, is hereby repealed.
Section 15. This ordinanceshall take effect
guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil- aud become a law twenty days after Its passage.
liams Prepared Paint when properly used
Passed December 2nd, 1884. Approved, Decemwill not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will ber 8d, 1884.

We desira to expreaa onr appreciation
f«r the hearty, neightwrlyand friendly
call iid ua itsi Monday evening en the ocic<u.od of the eleventh anniversary of onr
unairiage, and also desire to return thanks
for the many friendly tokens ef esteem cover more snrface, work better, wear
left to serve aa pleasant mementoes of the longer and permanently look better, than
occasion.
any other paint, including white lead and
T. M. Clark and Wits.
Keekers & Bangs.
Holland,Mich., Dec. 4, 1884.
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CROGKETJ.'Y
w
*

elsewhere.

and

days.

Muaio.

iment for God and humanity could be
i

A

Examine our Goods before purohaeing

White Goods,

Etc,, in endless variety.

......

assistat a fire or in drawing the engine ot other apparatus to or from any fire, in the manner ordered
br snch officer, and all persons thus called open
shall be bonnd to obey nls orders, under liability
tended of one of the College classes is a the taxes therein levied can be paid to
of
arrest for refusing to do io.
upon
at my office in the Holland City Bank, on
any person so refusing to obey snch order, withont
fair specimen,they are becond te none in
Eighth street at any time on ever* week a good and anfllcientcause, he shall upon contheir ability iq conquer difficult studier. day, between the hours ef eight o’clock in viction thereof before any justiceof the peace of
aid city, be liable to a fine of five dollar* and
A look at that company of young people the morning and eight o’clock in the eve- costa
ol prosecution, or In default thereof ehall be
ning before the drat day of January, 1885, imprisonedin the connty jail not to exceed ten
and at their brave looking, overworked,
without any charge tor collection, but deye.
underpaid professors and teachers, could that five per cent fees will be charged and
Hection 11. It ahall not be lawful for any pernot help calling out the wish and prayer, collected upon all taxes remaining unpaid son or persons, without reasonablecanee, by ontcry. ringing of bells,or by proclaiming fire, or by
any- other means whatever, to make, ciirestate, or
*0, that He who bas filled the pockets of on said first day of January.
canse
to be made and circulated in any ward ot
C.
somo of
people would incline their
tnls city any false alarm of fire; any peraon or
CiO/^ Treasurer and ex-ojjtdo City Collector.
persons offending, ahall on conviction be ponished
hearts and bands to endow Hope College
by a fine not exceedingtwentv-flve dollars, and in
properly!’ I do net think a better investdefault of the payment thereof may be Imprisoned
Io the connty jail for a period not exceedingsixty

VER SCHURE,

Skirts, Hosiery,

Section9. It ehall be the duty of each company
to keep In good order and repi
repair iu hook and ladder, hose carts, and other implemenU, and upon
any alarm or breaking ont of fire, elthln said city,
each company shall fortheithaaeemble at the Onr large *tock of RBADY-IIADE CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom price*.
place of inch fire, with 1U respective apparatus
and implement* and be subjectto the ordei
len of

'

HU

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

GIVE ME A CALL.

kept.
jpt.

UTMfJ TOAM A

*

LAS.
15IC

SPECIALTY.

VAN DEN BERGE,
XIOX.X.-A 3ST3D

-"u/-

MI

OH

V

ye

m

blessings in disguise.

New

Christmas'and
To-day

Tear cards at Hig-

advertlMd u absolutely para

NicholasDay.

Is 8t,

ei>

Sleighing has disappearedend we now

Gr

have muddy roads.

^

W. Mokema

has sold his store

at

have

a

Look

General complaint of

Van Putten & Sons

new advertisement

in our

THC TUT

columns.

this season of

The extremelyflue weather of

two-fifthshigher this year week causes much gladness
shall explain this in a the open winter prophet.

the past

in the heart of

killed habitants are divided in their opinions as

week. It takes Jake

to to whether the winter will be a severe or
open one.

hunt deer. He always "getsthar.”

Holland township,to Pauline Johnson, of

work

best job

Job

ii;>

office

in the country.

Will, is up to snuff, and knows what taste
and constructionmeans— hence his fine

^2.^0
i— 02 c+ X-

work.— FennvilteDispatch.

•

Rev. T. W. Jones, of this city, was

City CollectorVerscwtbe will be at
the bank from eight o’clock a.

I

eight o’clock p.m. for the collection

|

elected a

member

of the

Fred Wade has challenged Jacob G;\
Council of Hope Van Putten to skate a quarter mile race

College by the Classis of Michigan at their with their limbs tied together at the
session last week.

taxes.

§83?

riW

leflf to

the spectator and will be of

in

teres
srest to the

This forenoon at the Roller Skating
skater. Don’t faif to see the race.
Rink
the school boys wil be given a
Grace Episcopal Church, to-morrow, Sunday, both morning and evening, at the chance to skate. The session is specially
Who is there among the Legislature of
for them. Boys now pitch in.
usual hours.
Michigan, that will introduce a bill and
J.

Rice Taylor will preach in

List of letters remaining in the post-

Communion in Hope Reformed Church
next Sunday morning. Meeting for the
election of officers next Thursday after

office at Holland, Mich.,

Rev. Henry Uitebwuk, of Grand
this city

now

next week.

Church will

The

at the residence of

lie held

First Ward has been the scene of

urge it, plead for

it,

1h* rirMf Mt, bmI

Messrs. Meyer, Brouwer
a

new

&

Co., have

a

Hope

Collego by 8ome;strangegentlemen from abroad. Give them a

chapel, Tuesday evening, Dec. 9th, at 7:80

A freight train of the Chicago & West
Mich. R'y became unmanageable last
Christians.”All are invited.
week Friday on the down grade near
Hnngerford,
owing to a faulty, brake and
J. 0. Doebbcro, represents three subone
car
was
thrown
from the track. No
stantial stock fire insurance companies,
one
was
injured
and
the damage was but
the Union and American, of Philadelphia,
p.

m.

Subject, “Thoughts

and the

ter

American

small. The passenger trains were delayed

Grand Rapids Fire, of Grand

Recently we were the recipient
some
very lirge and excellent appll
An exciting runaway occurred last Mongrown
by Mr, W. Van i|er Haar, wi
day afternoon. A young hone belonging

Best and ran down the sidewalk from there in circumference,and

weighed twenty*,
ounces. The name we. were unabl
learn as Mr. Van der Haar did no

office. one

Jfrws
Fortunately there were bat few on the to
sidewalk at the time and no one was know^but
stopped in front of

the

injured.

they are

beauties. /

praise

M. Gee, of

this

which renderedthe

left half

0. E.

completely helpless. Dr.
was called

and

of his body

YEfilSK

Yates

is in attendance. The

Ths best dry hop yssst in the world. Imd

doctor reports his patient as comfortable,

Dr. R. B. Best has

fitted

up

drug store and

his

office

making Chtoaso.

special attention to surgery. Consultation
hours from 8 to
to 5:80

:80 a. m.

11

and 6:80 to 8 p.

and from 12:80

m. The

Dr.

reglttered seventeen degrees below zere/ spiritual interestbss been devel.ped.

An

FALL

his stock,

1

WINTER GOODS
such as

extended to all who take an ioterest
our banker,

to

in

election Jacob Van Putten^ Sabbath School work.

made

is their intention to

GINGHAMS.

a wage**

&

of a Barrel of

The book of

will

and

select stock of

/

CASHMERES.
WOOLEN GOODS.

Their place

of

Co., merohanti, of

'^Congresslast

Muskegon, that Cleveland & Hendricks

The

go*

FLANNELS.
HOODS.

HOSIEYY.
COMFORTERS.

drugs land Medicines.

boilneu will tWin the Poet

m

"J*®

estimatestransmitted to

which will be thoroughly remodeled and renovatedant/ made u neat
he Treuury contains the estimates of the
would be elected. Last Saturday the baras any store in Western Michigan. The
hief of Engineers for river and harbor
rel arrived and was taken to his residence.
gentlemen are wide awake land energetic
ppropriatlonswhich can be profitably
The barrel was decorated with flags and
and will undoubtedly push tbelr business.
: upended in the next fiscal year. The folSuccess to them.
bunting and was painted red, white and
lowing are a portion of the estimates for
blue. On one endwaa marked, “Your
Michigan harbors: Black Lake this harbor,
Wnbster says that music is ths science
president,oar president,”and on the
^20,000: Grand Haven, $100,000; Ladingof
harmonical sounds. The reader will
other ond Clevelandand Hendricks.
$80,000; Muskegon, $50,000; St. readily learn the truth of this definition
“Jake” felt as hippy as the boy with his
bseph, $45,000; Saugatuck, $8,000; by paying s visit to our Public Schools on
first pair of new boots, and he had a right
South Haven, $20,000.
sny Thursday morning and witness Prof.
too.
flour with Fargo

\ DELAINES.

carrv a largp stock

and eventuaKy they
add toilet articles and a veiy choice

P'S

CALICOES.

invitationto participate in the exercises is of goods in this line

they left.

Previous

it

m

have Just received a lull line of

doctor

for the benefitof the

CD CD

PittllftcHl FUTonai Sxtncti, .
St. Louie* Mo*

STEKETEE & BOS

C.

has added a fail line of the lasiest Im-

proved spectaclesto

Upht, white and whols-

III.

KaiTn of

is

Is

QROOBRt
8KLL THIRL
MUMMO sv tmi _
Price
Price Baking Powder Co.,i
Co.,1

will take some time.

in the rear of his

ihliyut

rtlssd by

some Hks opt flrandMothsrl dsllrtom bread.

Sunday school work- have bought the stock of books, stationers.
The
attendance
has been increasing ery, gold pens and notions of H. D. Posty
ged and lay all to the bracing atmosphere
of that northern clime. The mercury |fr®“ the firat meel*Dg “d a great deal of The firm name will be Yates & Kaneydna

J

mm

was suddenly stlcken'wlth paralysis

city,

aid of the test glasses

Oapt. Brower, J. Marion Doesbnrg,
John M. Doesburg and Henry M. Ferry
of the steamer 8. B. Barker and Waubon,
of Ashand, Wis., arrived home this week.
The gentlemen all look healthy and rug-

a

Last Wednesday evening between nine
and ten o’clock, Dr. D.

and by the
which he uses, adservice has been held in the lecture room
justs the spectacles to the eyes and thus
of the MethodistChurch of this city at
correct all defects of vision.
6:30 o’clock every Sunday evening.
These meetingswere appointed specially
Dr. O. E. Yates and Mr. P. W. K&ne

During the past few weeks a

,

ST. LOUIS.

call.

to Hans Anderson took freight in the first lives a few miles south of this city. This s specialty of the practiceof diseases of
ward near the drug store of Dr. R. B. largest of the apples measured 15 inches the eye, ear and throat. He will also pay

when

-

inn lint

be will recover, but It will be gradual and

with him.

Qimi

FOR SALK BY OROOIR8.

CHICAGO.

large and very

and says that there is no doubt but what

consequence.

in

Rapids, and invites hif triends to insure

until

Ymt

Coates

will deliver a lecture at

mas

u4 utera I Iror lMw*,**i

Tot Light, Healthy Bread, The Beat Dry Hop
Ye**t In the World.

Invite our readers to peruse. This

firm have lately received

MMm*

Dr. Prloi'* Lupulln

which

advertisement in this issue

excellent stock of furniture such as parlor
on Tenth street on Friday unusual activity this week. At the store
sets, bedroom sets, easy chairs, rockers
evening, Dec. 12th. All friends of the occupied by A. B. Bosmau a regular produce market has been established.Hun- and many very flue novelties in the furnisociety are cordially invited.
dreds of) bushels of apples, and potatoes ture line. Their stock of carpets is comRev. R. P. Peeke, of Centreville,Mich,, have been bought and shipped from there plete and they are sold at low figures.

K.

CO.,

Dr, Price's SjeclalFlayoriiiEilracts,

we

of Grace Episcopal

PEICE BAKING POWDER

difficultyin getting such a

measure passed, try

qcistiosto.

THE TESTJFJHE OVEN.

there

it.

spells his

name Utterwick. So aay the Grand

no

seems to us

it

NKVBR bsu

home* for a quarter of a century It has
Wood the consumer*’ reliable test.

books for the schools

text

dent importance, that

Rapids papers.

The next social

form system of

HXALTHn'UISI HAS

la a million

of Michigan? This is a matter of such evi-

Rapids, formerly pastor of the Third Re-

centennialcelebration last Tuesday, will formed Church of

DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.

m

urge its passage, for the adoptionof a uni-

would be

"The burning of Holland,”the sketch

News

1884:

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

read by Mr. G. Van Schelven at the semi-

be published in the

Dec 4,

Mrs. Mary Holdredge.

the weekly prayer meeting.

C.

S59S9

Racine, Wis.

Local weather prophets and oldest in- turns out the

Mr. Jacob Flieuan 'shst and

Rev.

I

for it.

The Holland City News

last

OOIWT

will

Married:— By Rev. T. T. George,
December 8, 1884, Peter Anderson,of

Tien.

later issue.

two deer

G.

Graafschap to J. G. Rutger and Henry

the year— high taxes.

Our taxes are
tnan last. We

Next week

Monday by

building,

Whiti

the Secretary of

congregation of the Third Re-

ui foj Woolm

Mill,

German Wool Yam.
Our stock^fLadles' Gents’ and Children's

TTlSrPEUWEA
cannot bo beat in ibis city.

Wo

have In atock constantly

m

SO

FRESH GROCERIES
and

anporlor stock of Canned Good*.

s

Shepherd, of Grand Rapids, manipulating

Pursuant to call, a number of ladies formed Church, of which Rev. D. Broek the voices of the pupils. It wu our plots- Examine oar prices and good* before purchasing
elsewhere.
and gentlemen met at Grace Episcopal is putor, held their regular annual meet- ure to alfbud the lessons given this week
church in this city on Thnrsday evening ing lut Monday evening for the election and it is well worth the time and attention FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
last to consider a proposed re-orgsnizitiop of effleers and the transaction of other of any parent. Commencing with the
- EXCHANGE.
of the church society. Hon. John Roost business. Messrs. I. Cappon, C. H. lowest room the professor gradually
C. STEKETEE A BOS.
Holliyd. Oct. S,
16- ly
was elected chairman and J. C. Post, Esq., Schols and A. Witteveen were re-elected works his way through the whole school,
secrotary.The subject matter wm freely elders, and Messrs. E. Vsn der Veen, H. devoting from fifteen minutes to one-half
discnsied by those present the general Van der Hiar and Jacob Van den Berg hour In each room, nntil the high school
sentiment being that eflerts should be were re-elected deacons, and Messrs. is reached. In this room the pupils art
made to secure regular service. A solic- John Pessink and G. Vsn Ark were taught from the books furnished for that
iting committee and a committeeto wait
purpose and are arranged so that the pupils
Sealer Inelected deacons to fill vacancies.
upon Bishop Gillespie were appointed
^sing the soprano, tenor, alto and baas with
who will report the result of their miaiieo Ths installation of Rev. N. M. Stefildersble merit and with pleuingefat an adjourned meeting to be held at the fens, D. D., pastor of the First Reformed 'ect. In all the other rooms the scholars
church on Thnrsday eveniag next. All Church of this city, u professor of dldao*
tanght on the “tonic sol fa” system,
who feel an Interest in this matter should tic and polemic theology at Hope College
ils means of teaching vocal music to
attend the meeting. It is hoped the took placo in the Third Reformed Church 'childrenis considered by many eminent Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
efforts being msde will bring forth good of this city on lut Thursday aftern
vocalists u productive of the best results.
and
UUlldlui ru It consists of blackboardexorcises and lesLadies' and Gents’ Lockets,
fruit.
crowded with people, mostly from the lit- sons from Urge charts hung on the walls
Silverware, Platedware,
Last Saturday oight in accordancewith tie hamlets and the country surronod- of the room. It dispenses with the use of
^ previous announcement,Master Eddie ingthls city, showing quite conclusively the staff and its confusing lines and the
Jewelry and Clocks.
WJtaitn and Muter Eddie Moere skated be- that the people of the “Holland Colony” pupils learn to sound the respective notes

1884.

WYKHUYSEN

evening.

S'

L

fore a large audience at the Roller Rink.

were reviving tbelr old time concern for from the names given

them. Many of the
The feata performed by the young gentle- Hope College and all ber interests. This little children are becoming quite profimen on the “wheels” were simply uton- feature wu very strislng and impressed cient and are able to distinguish the names

. ishing, and were duly appreciated

plauded by the audience.

and ap- ns favorably

On Tuesday

for the success of Che institu-

of the notes

tion. Rev. Dr. Cfau. Scott, Prestdent ot which

evening the gentleman’sgrscefnl skating the College, acted! u the socundu* of Dr.
contest took place. There were some fif- Cole, presidentof the Synod of the Re-

is

as

sounded by the professor,

.

of

Yery

his

awarded tc

lir.

Walter C. Walsb. It
cup. The

consisted of a very fine silver

age,” taken from Joshua 1 chapter 9 verse. were harsh and

popularity of the rink is still increasing

The words of Dr. Scoil were very pointed

and

aliI

seem
i

to

in skillful

hands and

is

wu

the satisfaction of attendants. Man-

week and

they

wlHks

faithfully

addreu of

an-

vocal music

wu a

is

a necessary study

SILVERWA.BE
unsurpassedIn

is

morning the lessons are
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in pregress.

any
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mtn, omwr* ran
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Mjr stock. IWatohee

aad Clocks repaired on

Illci.,
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iXt'Crf.
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Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.

.

\

this city.

in our

schools any person of average intelligence
will be convinced upon a single visit

nounced In due time.

Up

stock of

littleor no abili-

in proper unison, striv-

and wera very accepUtdy received. The ing with ail their might to learn this beauran program u published our lut issue tiful and very, beneficial study. That

ager Coolidge expects to have unusual attractions next

who had

ty to strike a tone

The

to enjoy the recreation.

management is

My

his characteristic addressestaking for

of the listener and creates an unusual
theme the words, “Have I not com amount of interest on the part of the pumanded thee? Be strong and of good cour- pil. We noticed some boys whose voices

exciting ballets the prize was

m

full line ef

Spectacles!

knowledge

pupil. The softness and melody of

teen contestants. The selection of the formed Chnrck of America, and con- voice which the professor exacts from the
melt graceful gentleman skater was done ducted the services. Dr. Scott made one children is really very pleasingto the ear
oy the ballot of the audience. After a few

keep on band a

regardedu about the most severe

test on the musical abilities and
of the

I also
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retary estimates the receipts for tho fis- during the fiscal yaar 1884 was
tiie amonnt drawn
cal year, which will end June 80, 1885, 11,319,684,627,
at $3«),o<J0,<XH),and the total cxj^ndltaVes at from the Treasury during the fiscalyear was
$.>90,620,201.16,in which are Includedthe interest $8,228,703.54,leaving a balance of $8,112,580.63
i!tt
!
five nations. The conference concluded Its on the debt and the amonnt payable to the sink- in the Treasury subject to requisition July J,
labors on the 1st of November, haring with sub- ing land. This would leave a surplusfor the en- 1884.
The Secretary of War sabmits the report of
stantial unanimity agreed npon the meridian tire year of about $39,000,000.
the Chief of Engineers as to the practicability
THE VALUE OF EXPORTS
of Greenwich as the startingpoint
errs. MICHIGAN.
whence longitude ii to be computed, from the United States to foreign countries of protecting onr important cities on the seathrough
degrees ‘ eastward and daring the year ending Jnne 80, 1884, was as fol- board by
FORTIFICATIONS AND OTHER DEFENSES
westward, and upon the adoption, for all lows:
$721,964,852 able to repel modern methods of attack. The
purposes for which it may be found oonven- Domestic merchandise...............
representative.
ent. of a universalday which shall begin at Foreign merchandise................. 15,548,757 time has now oome when such defenses can be
THE BARTHOLDI STATUE
prepared with confidence tnat they will not
With France the traditional cordial relation- midnight on the initial meridian, and whose
Total merchandise.................
$740,513,609 prove abortive, and, yheii the possible result of
ship continues. The Bertholdi statue of hours shall be counted from zero up to twentyLiberty Enlighteningthe World," the four. The formal report of the transaotions of Specie ................................ 07,133,883 delay In making such preparationis seriously
considered,delay seems Inexcusable. For the
generous gift of the people of France, this conferencewill bo hereaftersubmitted to
Total exports of merchandise and
most important cities,those whose destruction
expected to reach New York In May Congress.
specie
.............................
$807,646,992
or capture would be a national humiliation, adeINTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION*.
next. I suggest that Congressional acThe
cotton
and
cotton
manufactures
Included
quate defenses, inclnsive of guns, may be made
This Government is in frequent receipt of Intion lie taken in relation to the spirit
in
this
statement
were
valned
ac
$208,909,415,
the
by the gradual expenditureof $60,000,000,a sum
which has prompted this gift, and In aid of the vitationsfrom foreign states to participate in
timely completionof the pedestalupon which International exhibitions, often of great interest breadstuffsat $162,544,715,the provisionsat much less than a victorious enemy could levy as
and the mineral oils at $47,103,248. a coutribation.An appropriationof about oneand importance. Occupying, as we do, an ad- $114,416,547.
It is to be placed.
to
IMPORTS.
tenth of that amonnt Is asked to begin the work,
vanced position in the world s production,and
GERMANY.
Daring the same period the imports were and I concur with the Secretaryof War in urgOnr relations with Germany, a country which aiming to secure a profitableshare for our incontributesto onr own some of the best ele- dustries In the general competitive markets,it as follows: Merchandise, $667,697,693; gold, ing that it be granted. The War Department Is
Congress.
ments of citizenship, continue to be cordial. is a matter of serious concern that the want of and sUver, $87,426,262;total, $705,123,955. proceeding with the conversion of ten-inch
The United Btates have extraditiontreaties means for participationin these exhibits More than 63 per cent, of the entire value of smooth-bore guns Into eight-inch rifles by
often exclude our pro- Imported merchandise consistedof the follow- lining the former with tubes of forged or
with several of the German Btates, bat, by rea- should
son of the confederationof these States under ducers from advantages enjoyed by ing articles: Sugar and molasses,$103,814,274; of coiled wrought iron. Fifty guns will be
imperial rule, the applicationof such those of other countries during the post year. wool and woolen manufaoture8M$53,542*292; silks thus convertedwithin the year. This, however,
Questions
Finance, the
treatiesla not as uniform and comprehensiveas Tho attentionof Congress was drawn to the and ita manufactures,$49,049,128 ; coffee, $49,686,- doea not obviate the necessityof providing
the interestsof the two countries require. formal invitation^ in this regard tenderedby the 705; iron and steel and manufactures thereof, means for the construction of guns of the hlgfiTherefore,negotiationsshould be opened for a Governmentsof England, Holland, Belgium, $41,644,599;chemicals,$38,464,965; flax, hemp, est nower, both for the purposes of coast deand
single conventionto embrace all the territory of Oonaany and Austria. The Executive has in jute and like substances and manufactures fense and for the armament of war vessels.
MANUFACTURE OF ORDNANCE.
some Instances appointedhonorary commission- thereof, $33,463,398; cotton and manufactures,$30
the empire.
Discussed.
The report of the Gun Foundry Board, apers. This is, however, a most unsatisfactory ex- 454,476; hides and skins other than fur skins,
GREAT BRITAIN.
pointed
April
2, 1883, in pursuance of the act of
It affordsme pleasureto say that our inter- pedient, for without some provision to meet the $22,350,906.
THE SILVER COINAGE.
March. 1883, was transmittedto Congress in a
course with Great Britain continues to be of a necessaryworking expenses of a commission,it
special message of Feb. 8, 1884. In my message
I concur with the Secretary of the Treasury In
can effect little or nothing In behalf of exhibitors.
moat friendly character.
An international Inventora' exhibition is to be recommending the immediate suspensionof the of March 26, 1884, 1 called attention to the recomSANDWICH ISLANDS.
Oar Domestic Affairs and For- The Government
of Hawaii has indicated its held In London next May. This will cover a coinage of silver dollars and the Issne ot silver mendation of the board that the Government
willingnessto continue for seven years the field of special Importance,in which our coun- certificates.This Is a matter to which in former should encourage the productionby private steel
eign Relations in a Satisprovisionsof the existingreciprocity treaty. try holds a foremostrank; but the Executiveis communications I have more than once Invoked works of the required material for heavy
Buoh continuance,in view of the relations of at present powerlessto organize a proper repre- the attention of the national legislature. It ap- cannon, and that two Government factories
factory Condition.
that country to the American system of States, sentation of onr vast national interests in this pears that annually for the past six years there —one for the army and one for the navy—'
direction.I have in several previous messages have been coined, in compliance with the re- should be establishedfor the fabricationof
should, in my judgment, be favored.
runs from such material.No action havreferred to this subject. It seems to me quirements of the act of February 18,
HAITI.
The revolution in Hayti against the estab- that a statute, giving to the Executive 1878, more than twenty-seven million silver ing been taken, the board was subsequently*
Tne number now outstanding reconvened, to determine more fully the
Congress
to Repeal All lished Government has terminated. While It general discretionary anthority to accept dollars.
was In proirressit became necessary to enforce such invitations,and to appoint honorary la reported by the Secretaryto be nearly one plans and estimates necessary for caronr neutrality laws by Instituting proceedings commissioners,without salary, and placing at hundred and eighty-five millions, whereof bat rying out its recommendations. It
Excise Taxes ZSxcept
against Individuals and vessels charged with the disposalof the Secretaryof State a small little more than forty millions, or less than 22 has received informationwhich indicates
their infringement. These prosecutions were in fund for defraying their reasonableexpenses, per cent, are in,'aotnal circulation. The mere ex- that there are responsiblesteel manufacturers
on Whisky.
istence of this fact seems to me to furnishof in this country who, althongfi not provided at
would be of great public utility.
all cases successful.
itself a cogent argument for the repeal of the present with the necessaryplant, are willing to
COLLISIONS AT 8EA.
TARIFF ON WORKS OF ART.
Much auxlety has lately been displayed by
The Governmenthas receivedofficial notice statute which has made each fact possible,but construct the same and to make bids for convarious European Governments, especially by th-Jt the revised international
regulationsfor there are other and graver considerationsthat tracts with the Government for the supply
In the same direction.The Secretary of tho requisite material for tho heaviThe ImmediateSnspemioii of the Coin- the Government of Italy, for tho abolition of preventingcollisionsat sea have been adopted tend
our import duties on works of nrt. It is well to by all the leading maritime powers except tho avows his conviction that unless this coinage est guns adapted to modern warfare, if.
consider whether the present discrimination in United States, and came Into force on the 1st and the Issuance of sliver certlfl cares be guaranteed orders of sufficient magnitude, acage of Silver Dollars Recfavor of prodactionsof American artistsabroad of Bepteml>erlast. For the due protectionof suspended, sliver is likely at no distant companiedby a positive appropriationextendday
become
sole metallic ing over a series of years, shall be made by
is not likely to result, as they themselvesseem onr shipuing Interests, the provisions of our
ommended.
commercial disturbance Congress. All doubts as to the feasibilityof
very generally to believe It may, In the practical statutes should at pneo be brought Into con- standard.
and the Impairment of nationalcredit that the plan being thus removed, I renew ray recclnsionof onr paintersand sculptorsfrom formitywith these regulations.
would be thus occasioned can scarcely bo omendation that each action be token by
the rich fields for observation, study and labor
INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT.
which they have hitherto enjoyed.
The question of securing to authors,com- over-estimated. I hope that tho Secretary's Congressas will enable the Government
The Attention of Congress Directed to
JAPAN.
posers and artistscopyright privileges in this suggestionsrespecting the withdrawalfrom to oonstrnct Its own ordnance nixm ita
There Is a prospectthat the long-pendingre- country, in return for reclpocal rights abroad, ia circulation of the $1 and $2 notes will receive own territory,and so to providethe armaments
the Necessity of Strengthenvision of the foreign treacles of Japan may one that may justly challengeyour attention. your approval. It is likely that a considerable demanded by considerations of national safetv
be conoloded At a new conference to be It is true that conventionswill be necessaryfor portion of the silver now encumbering the and honor.
ing the Nary.
THE NEW STEEL CRUISERS,
held at Toklo. While this Governmentfully fully accomplishing this result. Bnt until vaults of the Treasury might thus find its way
recognizes the equal and independent station of Congress shall by statutefix the extent to into the currency.While trade-dollars have the progress which has been made on the new
Japan in the community of nations,it would which foreign holders of copyrightshall be here ceased,for tho present at least, to be an ele- steel cruisers authorized by the acts of Aug. 5,
not oppose the general adoption of such terms privileged,it has been deemed Inadvisableto ment of active disturbance In onr curren- 1882, and March 3, 1883. Of tho four vessels under
The Working of the Civil Service Law of
compromise as Japan may be disposed to negotiate .such conventions. For this reason cy system, some provision should be contract, one, the Chicago, of 4,609 tons, is more
offer in furtherance of a uniform policy of inthe United States were not representedat the made for their surrenderto the Gov- than half finished: the Atlanta^ 3, 000 tons, has
Has Answered the Anticipations
tercourse with Western nations.
recent conferenceat
•
ernment In view
the circum- been successfully launched,and her machinery
MEXICO.
The report of the Secretory of the Navy exhibits
NEUTRALITY LAWS.
stancesunder which they were coined, and of
of Its Friends.
During the past year the increasinggood-will I recommendthat the scope of the neutrality the fact that they have never bad a legal tender is now fitting;the Boston, also of 3,0ri) tons, la
between our own Gorornmentand that of Mex- laws of the United States be so enlarged as to quality, there should be offered for them only a ready for launching;and the Dolphin, a dispatch
ico has been variouslymanifested. The treaty
coverall patent acts of hos till tjccommitied in slight advance over their bullion value. The steamer of 1,500 tons, is ready for delivery.
commercial reoiprodtv,concluded Jan: so, onr territory and aimed against Vie peace of a Secretary, in the course of his report, considers Certain adverse criticismsupon the designs
To the Congress or the United States: of
1883, has i>een ratified, and awaits the necessary friendly nation. Existingstatuesprohibitthe the propriety of beautifyingthe designs of our
of the cruisers are discussedby the Secretary,
Slnoe the dose of your last session, the Amer
tariff legislationof Congress to become effect- fitting out of an expeditionand restrict the subsidiarysilver coins, and of so Increasing who insists that the correctness of the conclulean; people, In the exercise of their highest right
ive. This legislation will, I doubt not, be shipment of explosives, though the enactments their weight that they may bear their dne ratio sions reached by tho AdvisoryBoard, and by the
of suffrage, have chosen the Chief Magistrate
among the first measures to claim your atten- in the latter respects were not framed with re- of value to tho standard dollar. His conclusions department, has been demonstrated by recent
for the four years ensning. When it Is rememtion. A full treaty of commerce, navigation, gard to International obligations, bnt simply In this regard are cordially approved.
development in ship- building abroad.
bered that at no period In the country's history
and consularrights Is much to be desired, and for the protection of passenger travel. All
THE MONITORS.
INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES.
has the long politicalcontest which customarily
The machinery of the donble-tnrrctedmoniIn my annual message of 1882 1 recommended
precedes the day of the nationalelection been such a treaty, I hare reason to believe, the these statues were Intendedto meet special emMexican Government stands ready to con- ergencies that had already n risen. Other emer- the abolition of all excise taxes except those tors Puritan, Terres, and Amphltrite, contracted
waged with greater fervor and intensity, it is a clude.
Borne embarrassmenthas been occa- gencies have arisen since,and modern ingenuity relating to distilledspirits. This recommenda- for under the act of March 8, 1883, is in process
subject of congratulation that, after the controsioned by the failure of Congress,at its last supplies means for the organization of hostilities tion Is now renewed.Iq case these taxes shall of construction.No work has been done daring
versy of the polls were over, and while the slight
session, to provide means for the due execution without open resort to armed vessels, or to be abolished, the revenues that will still remain the imst year on their armor, for lack of the
preponderancebv which the Isaac had been dethe treaty of July 29, 1882, for tho resurvey filibusteringparties.I see no reason why overt to the Government will, In my opinion, not necessary appropriations.A fourth monitor,
termined was as yet Unascertained, the nublio of
of the Mexican boundary and the relocation of preparationsin this country for the commis- only saffice to meet its reasonableexpenditures, the Monadnock, still remains unfinishedat the
peace suffered no disturbance,bat the people
boundary monamenta.
sion of criminal acts, such as are here under but will afford a surplus large enongh to permit navy yard in California. It is recommendedthat
everywhere patientlyand quietly awaited the
consideration, should not be alike punishable, such tariffredactionas may seem to be advis- early steps be token to complete these vessels,
THE ISTHMUS CANAL.
result. Nothing could more strikingly illustrate
With the Republicof Nicaragua a treaty has whether snob acts are intendedto be committed able when the results of recent revenue laws and to provide also an armament for the monithe temper of the American citizen, his love of
tor Miantonomah.
order and his loyalty, to law. Nothing could been concluded which authorizesthe construc- in our own country, or In a foreign country and commercial treaties shall have shown in
NEW CRUISERS.
more signallydemonstrate the strength and tion by the United Btates of a canal, railway with which we are at peace. The prompt and what quartersthese redactions can be most
The recommendations of the Naval Advisory
and telegraph line across the Nicaraguan thorough treatment of this question is one Judiciously effected.
wisdom of our politicalinstitutiona.
Board, approved by the department,comprise
OUB FOREIGN TRADE.
territory. By the terms of this treaty, which Intimately concerns the national honor.
THE PRESIDENT!*, COUNT.
NATURALIZATION.
One of the gravest of the problems which the construction of one steel cruiser of 4,50<itons,
Eight years have pissed slnoe a controversy sixty miles of the River San Joan, as
cruiser of 3,000 tons, two heavily armed gunLake Nicaragua, an inland Onr existing naturalization laws also need re- appeal to the wisdom of Congress for solution one
concerning the result- of a nationalelection well
of the most effectivemeans boats, one light cruising gnnboat, one dispatch
sharply called the attention of the Congress to sea forty miles in width, are to constitute vision. Those sections relating to persons re- Is the ascertainment
vessel
armed with Hotchkiss cannon, one arthe necessityof providing more preciseand a part of tho projected enterprise.This oovers, siding within the limits of . the United btates of Increasing our foreelgn trade, and thus remored ram and three torpedo boats. The gendefinite regulations for counting the ole< toral for actual canal construction, seventeenmiles within 17.i5 and 1798 have now only a his- lievingthe depressionunder which onr Ind seral designs, all of which are calculated to meet
vote. 4 ** °f tbe gravest importance that this on the Pacific slde.And thirty -six miles on tho torical interest. Section 2172, recognizing triesarenow languishing. The Secretary of
the children of the Treasuryadvises that the duty of inves- the existing wants of the service,are now well
question be solved before conflicting claims to Atlantic.To the United Btates, whose rich ter- the citizenship
intrusted in advanced,and the constructionof the vessels
the Presidencyshall again distract the country, ritory on the Paclflo is, for the ordinarypur - naturalized parents, is ambiguous in tigating this subject
and I am persuaded that by the people at large pesos of commerce,practically ent off from its terms and partly obsolete. There are the first instance to a competent commission. can be undertaken as soon as yon shall grant the
necessaryauthority.
any of the measures of relief thus far proposed communicationby water with the Atlantic special provisions of law favoring the natural- While tally recognizing the considerationsthat
ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS.
ports, the politicaland commercial advantages ization of those who serve in the army or in may be urged against this coarse,I am neverwould be preferred to continuedinaction.™
The act of Congress approved August 7,
of such a project can scarcely be overesti- merchant vessels, while no similar privilegesare theless of the opinion that, upon the whole, no
FOBKION RELATIONS.
granted those who serve in the navy or marine other caould be likely to affectspeedier or better 4882, authorized the removal to the United
Our relations with Ml foreign powers contin- mated.
States of the bodies of Lieutenant Comcorps. A uniform rule of naturalization
such results.
It is believed that when the treaty Is laid beue to be amicable. With Belgium a convention
mander George "W. De Long and his comSHIPPING INTERESTS.
has been signed whereby the scope of present fore yon, the justice and liberality of its pro- os tho Constitution contemplatesshould, among
That portion of the Secretary’s report which panions of the Jeannetteexpedition. This retreatieshas been so enlarged as to secure to citi- visions will command universalapproval at other things, clearly define the status of parsons born within the United States, subject to concerns the condition of our shipping intero-ds moval has been successfullyaccomplished by
zens of either country within the jurisdiction of home and abroad.
a foreign power (Sec. l,ih>2),and of minor cannot fail to command yonr attention.He Lleuto. Harber and Bcbaetze.The remains were
RUSSIA.
the other equal rights and privileges. In the
The death of onr representativeat Russia, children of fathers who have declaredtheir emphaticallyrecommendsthat as an incentive token from their grave In the Lena Delta in
acquisition and alienation of property,a tradewhile at his post at Bt. Petersburg, affordedto intention of becoming citizens,but have failed to the investmentof American capital in Ameri- March, 1888, and were retained at Yakutsk until
mark treaty has also been concluded.
It might can steamships, the Government shall, by lib- the following winter, 1 he season being too iar
the ImperialGovernment a renewed opportunity to perfect their naturalization.
CHILI AND PERU.
The war between Chill and Pern is at an end. to testify Its sympathyin a manner befitting be wise to providefor a central bureau of regis- eral payments for mall transportation or other- advancedto admit of their immediate transFor the arbitrationof the claims of Amerioau the intimate friendliness which has ever marked try, wherein should be filed authenticated wise, lend its active assistance to individual en- portotion.They arrivedin New York Feb. 20,
.transcriptsof every record of naturalization in terprise, and declares his beliet that unless 1884, where they were received with suitadtlzins , who, during Its continuance,suffered the intercourse of the two countries.
the several Federal and State courts,and to that course be pursued our foreign carrying ble honors. In pnrsuance of the joint resoluSIAM.
through the acts of the Chilian authorities, a
The course of this Government in raising its make provision also for the vacation or cancel- traleraustremain as ills— almost exclusively tion of Congress,approved Feb. 13, 1884, a naval
conventionwill soon be negotiated.
representation at Bang-Kok to the diplomatic lation of such record In cases where fraud had in the bands of foreigners. One phase of expeditionwas fittedout for the relief of Lieu .
FRANCE AND CHINA.
The state of hostilitiesbetween France and rank has evoked from Siam evidtnees of warm been practiced npon the coart by the applicant this subject is now especiallyprominent, A. W. Greely, United States army, and of the
China continues to be an embarrassing feature friendship, and augurs well of our enlarged in- himself, or where be had removed or forfeited in view of the repeal by the act of Jane 26, 1884, party who had been engaged under his comof our Eastern relations. The ChineseGovern- tercourse. The Siamese Government has present- his acquired citizenship. A just and uniform *of all salutary provisions arbitrarilycompelling mand in sciantiflcobservationsat Lady Frankment has promptly adjusted and paid the ed to the United States a commodiousmansion law in this respect would streugthen the hands American vessels to cvrry the malls to aud from lin Bay. The fleet consisted of the steam sealer
claims of American citizenswhose property was and grounds for the occupancy of the legation, of the Government in protectingits citizens the United States. As it Is necessaryto make Thetis, purchased in England, the Bear, purdestroyed fu the recent riots at Canton. I re- and I suggest that by joint resolutionCon- abroad, and would pave the way for tho conclu- provision to compensate tho owners of such ves- chased at St. John's, Newfoundland,and
new the recommendation of my last annual gress attest Its appreciation of this generousgift. sion of treaties of naturalization with foreign sels for performingthat service after April, 1885, the Alert, which was generously provided
by the BritishGovernment. Preparationsfor
countries.
It is hoped that the whole subject will receive
HP AIN.
message, that the Canton Indemnity fnnd be
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICE.
early considerationthat will lead to the enact- the expedition were promptly made by the
This Government has more than once been
returned to China. The true intepretatlonof
The legislation of the last session effected in ment of such measures for the revival of onr Secretary of the Navy, with the active co-operathe recent treaty with that country permitting called upon of late to take action in fulfillment
ot Its Internationalobligationtoward Spain. tne diplomatic and consular service certain merchant marine as the wisdom of Congress tion of the Secretory of War. Commander Geo.
.
W. Coffin was placed in command of the Alert,
Agitation in the Island of Cuba, hostile to the onanges and redactionswhich have been pro- may devise.
RESTRICTION OF CHINESE IMMIGRATION
and Lieutenant W. H. Emory m command of
ductive of embarrassment.
The populationand
THE NATIONAL BANKS.
Is likely to be again the subject of your dellbera Spanishcrown, having been fermented by perThe 3 per cent, bonds of the Government, to the Bear. The Thetla was intrusted to Commantlons. It may be seriously questioned whether sons abasing the sacred rites of hospitality commercial activity of onr country are steadily
der Winfield8. Copley, to whom also was assignthe statute passed at the last session does not which oar territoryaffords, the olficers of the on the increase, and are giving rise to new, the amount of more than $100,000,000,have
violate the treaty rights of certain Chinese, who Government have been instructedto exer- varying, and often delicate relationships with since my last annual message, been redeemer
cise vigilanceto prevent infractions of our other countries. Our foreign establishmentnow by the Treasury. The bonds of that issue still
left this country with return certificates valid
under the old law, and now seem to be debarred neutrality laws at Key West and at other points embraces nearly double the area of operations outstandingamonnt to a little more than $200,from landingfrom lack of certificates required near the Caban coast. I am happy to that it did twenty years ago. The confinement 000,900, about one-fourth of which will be re- Bay. and, in spite of every obstacle,reached
by the new. The recent purchasesby the United say that, in the only instance where these pre- of such a service within the limits ot expendi- tired throngh the operations of the sinking fond Littleton Island on Jnne 22— a fortnight earlier
Btates of a large trading fleet heretofore under cautionary mcaanres were successfully elude;!, ture then established is not, It seems to me. In daring the coming year. As the bonds still than any vessel bad before attained that point
the Chineseflag has considerablyenhanced our the offenders when found in our territory were ' accordancew ith truo economy. A community continue the chief basis for the circulation of On the same day it crossed over to Cape Sabine,
of sixty millions of people should be adequate- the national banks, the question how to avert where LieutenantGreely and the other survivsubsequentlytried and convicted.
commercial importancein the East.
The growing need of close relationshipof ly representedin Us intercoursewith foreign the contraction ot the currency caused by their ors of his partv were diacovered. After taking
THE MERCHANT MARINE.
on board the living and the bodies of
intercourseand traffic between the Spanish nations. A project for the reorganization of the retirement is one ot constantly increasing 1m
view of the large number
the dead the relief ships sailed for
vessels built or purchased by American citi- Antilles and their natural market in tho consular service and for re-casting the scheme portance.
of
extr
-territorial
jurisdiction
is
now
before
It
seems
to
be
generally
conceded
that
tho
St Johns, where they arrived on July 17.
United States led to the adoption, In Janzens in other countriesand exclusively em
ployed In legitimatetraffic between foreign uary last, of a commercial agreement looking you. If the limits of a short session will not law governingthis matter exacts from the banks They were appropriatelyreceived at Portsports under the recognizedprotection of onr lo that end. This agreement bos since been allow Its fall considerationI trust yon will not excessive security, and that upon their present mouth, N. H., on Angnst 1. and at New York on
fail to make suitable provision for present needs
bond deposits a larger circulation than Is now August 8. One of the bodies was landed at the
flag. It might be well to provide a uniform rate superseded by a more carefully framed
allowed may be granted with safety. I hope former place. The others were put on shore at
for their registrationand documentation so that and comprehensive convention, .which I of the service.
It has lieen customary to define in the approthat the bill which passed the Senate at the last Governor’sIsland, and, with the exception of
the bona fide property rights of onr citizens shall submit to tiie Senate for approval. It has
therein shall be duly evidenced and properly been the aim of this negotiationto open each & priation acts the rank of each diplomatic office session permittingthe issue of notes equal to one whloh was Interred In the National Cemefavdred reciprocal exchange of productionscar- to which a salary is attached. I suggest that the face value of depositedbonds will commend tery, were forwarded thence to the destination
guarded.
ried under the flag of either countryas to make this coarse be abandoned, and that It be left to itself to the approvalof the House of Repre- indicated by friends. The organization and conTHE CONGO COUNTRY.
dnet of this relief expeditionreflects great
Pursuant to the advioe of the Senate at the the intercoursebetween Cuba and Porto Rico the President, with the advice and consent of sentatives.
WAR DEPARTMENT EXPENSES.
credit npon all who contributedto its success.
and ourselvesscarcely less intimate than the the Senate, to fix from time to flme the diplolast session 1 have recognized the flag of the In
matic
grade
of
the
representatives
of
the
GovTHE NAVY.
In
tho
expenses
of
the
War
Department
the
temationalAssociation of the Congo as that of commercialmovements l>etween.onr domestic
ernment abroad as It may seem advisable, pro- Secretary rejiortaa decreaseof more than $9,
In this, the last of the state messages that I
a friendly government, avoiding in so doing any ports, and to insure a removal of tho hardenson
pre judgment of conflictIn the territorial
claims Hhippiug In the Spanish Indies, of which, in vision being definitely made, however, as now, 000,090, of which redaction $5,600,000was effected shall have the honor to transmitto the Congress
in the expendituresfor rivers and harbors, and of the United States,! can not too stronglyurge
the post, onr ship-owners and ship- masters for the amonnt of salary attachedto the respec
of that region. Sabseqnently,in execation
$2,700,000 in the expenditures for the (jaurter- on its attention the duty of restoring onr navy
have so often had cause to complain. tive stations.
the expressedwish of the Congress,I appoln
THE CONDITION OF OUR FINANCES
master's Department.Outside of that depart- as rapidly as possible to the high state of efflThe negotiationof this convention has for a
a commercial agent for the Congo basin. 'I
time postponed the proseentton of certain and the operations of the various branches of ment the annnal expenses of all the Amy denoy which formerlycharacterized it. As the
Importance of the rich prospective trade
the Congo valley has led to the generalcon- claims of our citizenswhich were declared to be the public service whloh are connected with the Bureaus proper (except possibly the Ordnance long peace that has lolled ns Into a sense of'
Treasury Department are very fully discussed Burean) are substantially fixed chargee whloh fancied security may at any time be disturbed,
viction that It should be opea to all nations without the jurisdiction of the Spanish -Ameriupon equal terms. The internationalcon can Claims Commission, and which are there- In the report of the Secretary. It appears that can not be materially diminished without It Is plain that the policy of strengthening 1
fore remitted to diplomatic channels for ad- the ordinaryrevenuesfor the fiscal year ended change in the numericalstrength of tho army. this arm of the serviceis dictated by con-]
fcrence for the considerationof this subject,
The expendituresin the Quartermaster'sde- siderations of use and economy, of just regard
called by the Emneror of Germany, Is now in justment. The speedy settlement of these June ao, 1884, were:
From cuatoms ......................
$195,067,489.76 partment can readily be submitted to adminis- for our future tranquility,and ot true appreciasession at Berlin, and delegatesare now in at- claims will new be urged by this Government.
From internal revenne .............121,586,072.51 trativediscretion,and it is reported by the Secre- tion of the dignity and honor of the republic.
THE DOMINICANREPUBLIC.
tendance on behalf of the United States. Of
THE POSTAL SERVICE.
Negotiationsfor a treaty of commercial reci- From all other sonroes ............. 3l,86%807.65 tary of War that as a result of exercising such
the results of the conferenceyon will be duly
The report of the Postmaster General acdiscretionIn reducing the number of draught
procity with the DominicanRepublichave been
advised.
Total ordinary revenues ....... $848,519,569.52 and pack animals in the army, the ammal coat quaints you with the present condition and
successfullyconcluded, and the result will
FOREIGN LEGATION SITES.
THE PUBLIC EXPENDITURES
of supplyingand caring for snob animals Isnow needs of the postal service.It discloses the gratiThe Governmentof Corea has generously shortly be laid before the Senate.
fying fact that the doss of revenne from the redaring
the same period were:
$1,108,085.90 less than it was In 1882.
RELATIONS WITH THE PORTE.
aided the efforts of the United States MinisTHE INDIANS.
dactionof the rate In letter postage, as recom$22,312,907.71
Certain questions l>etween the United States For civil expenses. ..................
ter to seenre suitable premises for thonse of
and tho Ottoman Empire still remain unsolved. For foreign intercourse.............. 1,260,766.37 The reportsof militarycommanders show mended in my message of December,1882,
the legation. The conditionsof diplomaticin
torcours?with Eastern nations demand that Complaints on behalf of onr citizens are not For Indians ..........................6,475.999.29 that the last year has been notable for Its and effected by the act of March 3, 1883, has
been much less than waa generallyanticipated.
the legation premises be owned bv the satisioctoriiy adjusted. The Porte has sought For pensions. ................... 55,429,228.36 entire freedom from Indian outbreaks. In My
recommendationof this reduction was.
defiance of the President’s proclamation of
represented power.
advise that an to withhold from onr commerce the right of fa- For the military establishment, including river and harbor improveJuly 1, 1884. certain intruders sought to make based npon the belief that the actual falling off'
vored treatmentto which we are entitled by exappropriation be made for the acqaial
ments and arsenala .............
39,429,603.30 settlement in the Indian Territory.They were In receipts for letter postage for the year immetton of this property by the Govern isting conventionalstipnlation, and the revision
For the naval establishment, includpromptly removed by a detachment of troops. diately snooeedingthe change of rate would be
imnt The United Btates already pos of tho tariff Is unaccomplished
ing vessels, machinery and imDuring tho past session of Congress,a bill to $3,000,000. It has proved to be only $2,275,000..
THE CARACAS AWARDS.
sesa valuable premises at Tanglers as a gift
Thiels a trustworthyindication that the revenne
The final dispositionof pending questions provements at navy yards ........17,292,601.44 provide a suitable fireproof buildingfor
from the Bnltan of Morocco. As is stated hereTHE ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM
will soon be restoredto its former volume by
expenditures,inatter,they have lately receiveda similar gift with Venezuelahas not yet been reached, but I For miscellaneous
cluding public bandings, lightand the library of the Surgeon- General’s office the natural increase of sealed correa pon-i
from ttie Siamese Government.The Govern- have good reason to expect an early settlement
houses ami collecting the revenne. 43,939,710.00 received the approvalof the Senate. A similar dence. I - confidentlyrepeat, therefore,
mencof J -paq stand ready to cede to us ex- which will provide for the means of re-examinbill, reported favorably to the House of Repre- the recommendation of
last an-,
tensive grounds at Toklo wherein to erect a ing the Caracas awards in connectionwith tho For expenditureson account ot the
Districtof Colombia .............. 8,407,019.62 sentatives by one of itscommlttles, Is still pend- nual message, that single rate postage,
suitable building for the legation, court house expressed desire of Congress, and which will
and jail, and similar privileges can probablv be recognize tho justice of certain claims preferred For interest on the public debt. .... 54,678,378.48 ing before that body. It is hoped that daring noon drop letters be reduced to 1 cent whenFor the sinkingfund ................46,790,229.50 the coming session the measure may become ever payment of 2 cents is now required by law.
seemed in China and Persia. The owning of •gainstVenezuela.
such premises would not effect a large saving of THE CENTO ALAND BOT'TH AMERICAN COMMISSION Total ordinaryexpenditures ........ 290,916,483.88 a law, and thereafter Immediate steps may be The doable rate is only exacted at offices where
uk n to secure a place of safe deposit for these the carrier system Is In operation, and It appears]
the present rental*, bat would permit of the appointedby authority of the set of July 7, 18 4,
Leaving, a snrplns ot ..... : ...... 67,603,396.09 valuable collectionsnow in a state of insecurity. that at these offices the increase in the tax nponi
due assertion of extra- territorialrights in those will soon proojed to Mexico. It has been furAs
compared
with
the
preceding
fiscal
year,
localletters defrays the cost not only of tbelri
nished wicli Instructions which will be laid becountries, and would tho better serve
The fnnds with which the works for the imfore you. Thor containa statementof the gen- there was a net decrease of over $21,o00,00ain
maintain the ulgnltyof the United States.
eral polkn- of the Government for enlarging its the amonnt of expenditures.The aggregatere- provement ot rivers and harborswere prosecutEGYPT.
ceipts were leas than those of the year previous ed during the last yew were derived from the This la an Inequality that ought no longer to,
The failureof Congressto make an appropria commercial intercourse with
by aboqt $54,000,000. The falling off of revei
appropriations of August?, ' " *
“*
exist.
Won for onr representation at the autonor
ing for their reaponrtbe task by hoi ilng oonfer- from customs made np nearly JW.ooo.ooo of this such few balances as were on hand from pre- II approve the rex
court of the Khedive has proved a serious
deficiency, and about $23,ooo,oooof the vious appropriations. The balance In the Treascities with) ' •
r intercourse with Egypt,
remainderwas due to the diminished re- ury subject to requisition July 1, 1883, was $10,- rating of
matter ahould be
view of the necessity of the intimacyof
ceipt!' from Internal taxation. The 8oeamount appropriated imtead of one-halt ounce, as It now
ition I trade.
rJstionshipdue to the participation
this Government with the treaty powers In all
matters of administrationthere affecting tho
rights of foreigners, I advise the restoration of
the Agency and ConsulateGeneral at Cairo on Its
former basin. I do not oonoelveit to be the wish
__ Congress that the United Btates should
withdraw altogether from the honorable position they have hitherto held with respect to the
Khedive, or that citizens of this republicresiding or sojourningIn Egypt should hereafterbe
withoutthe aid and protectionof a competent
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the etotlstfcsforalBhedby the department,it shipping interests
may well be doubted whether tho^chanimwould weighed, the currency

of

Judiciously

a

fixed on
firm
basis, and above all such commnnltv
greatly promote the convehlenoeof the of interests established among tho States of the
public in beyond dispute. The free deliv- American system, as will be of great and of
flyatem has been lately applied to five ever-increasing advantage to them all. All
treaties in the line of this policy which have
cities, " and the totid number of ofBces in
which It is now In operation is 189. Ex- been negotiated,or are in process of negotiaperience shows that its adoption, under proper tion, contain a provisiondeemed to be remilsite

INTERIOR

Wmm

'Z

DEPARTMENT

some

legislation
grants, and Bays

m

referenceto lapsed land

liberty to declare %
grant forfeited because the road Is not completed within the time fixed In the grant The
bunreme Court of the United States declared
In the case of Schulonberg vs. Harr man that a
failure to complete tho road within the time
fixed in the grant did not forfeit the grant

"The department Is not
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Leading and Interesting Features
in the Annual Report of Secretary Lincoln.

limiting to
conditions, is coually an accommodation to the under the clanse of tho Constltatlon
Under this decision the department cannot
ual-Labor Schools.
treat tho land so grantedto the railroad com- The Estimates Increased to Fifty
public and an advimtage to the postal service. the House of Hepre-sentatives the authority to
originate bills for raising revenue.
panies, dr to the States for the benefit of such
It is more than self suHtalninjr,and for the reaMillions for the Tear EndCIVIL SERVICE.
sons urged by the Postmaster General, may
corporations, as public lands; and to all intents
On
the
29th
of
February
last I transmittedto
ing in 1886.
properly be extended. It is the opinion of that
The
Homestead Question Discussed- and purposes,so far as tho public is concerned,
Congress the first annual report of the Civil
officer, that it is proper to provide means wherethe grants are private property, notwithstandService
Commission,
together
with
oommuniby exceptional dispatch in dealing with letters
Repeal of Pre-emption Laws
ing that tho companies in some instances have
free-delivery offices
be cations from the heads of the several executive
not even attempted to comply with tho con- Stronger Fortifications,Improved Orddepartments
of
the
Government,
respecting
the
Recommended.
secured by the payment of extnordinary
ditions of the grant. Complaint Is made that
nance, and Increase of the Arpostage. This scheme
be iractical workingsof the law under which
grants made more than a quarter of a century
made effectiveby the employment of a special he commission had been acting. Tho
still treated
______ _ as
____
valid
_____
subsisting grants
mj Recommended.
stamp whose cost should be commensurate good results therein foreshadowed have Needs of the Pension Bureau— The In- and the settler forbiddento go thereon, although
with the expense of the extra service. In >oen more than realized. Tho system
nothing has been done toward the buildingof
The annual report of the Secretaryot War
some of the largo cities private express com- has fully answered the anticipationsof its
the road, which must be bnllt before the raildebtedness of the Pacific
panies have endeavored to ontstrip the Gov- triends in securing competent and lalthfnl pubroad company can receivethe evidence of the shows the expenditures of thet department for
lic
servants,
and
in
protecting
the
appointing
the
fiscal year ending Jane 80, 1884, to have been
ernment mail carriers by affordingfor the
Railroads.
title given to it by the Government so inanv
prompt transmissionof letters better facili- officers of the Government from the pressure of
years before. If the grants are not forfeited as follows: Salaries, contingent expenses, and
ties than have hitherto been at the command personal importunity,and fiom the labor of exwhen there has not been a full compliancewith postage,$2,172,041.86; militaryestablishment.
of the Post Office. It has always been the pol- amining the claims and pretensionsof rival
tho conditions of the grant, it seems to be just Army and Military Academy, $25,640,672.42;
In
submitting
his
third
and
last
annual
repnblio works, Including riyer and harbor imicy of the Government to dlsconrago such enter- candidates for public employment. The law has
and proper that some provision should bo made public
prises and in no better way can that had the unqualifiedsupport of the President port of tbo operationsof tho department, the by which the settlers,who, through ignorance provements, $10,662,503.59;mlscellancons obpolicy be maintainedthan in snpplying and of the heads of the several departments, Secretary of the Intorior renews recommenda- or because they believed such grants had been fecte, $3,856,668.34;total, $42,832,876.21,which
the public with the most efficientmail service and the members of the Commissionhave per- tions of former reports, so far as there may be or would be forfeited,have made settlement on included the sum of $1,586,085.72 not drawn
I under
Abo act
from the Treasury,but credited
ur
that, with due regard to its own best interests, formed their duties with zeal and fidelity.
snob railroad lands can secure a title through _________________
Their report will shortly be submitted,and will neoesslty therefor, and makes snch suggestions the railroad company or from the Government.” of March 3, 1879, to the subsidized Pacific Railcan be furnishedfor its accommodation.
be accompanied by such recommendations for as experience and observationhave shown that
DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE.
Tho relatione of ‘the land-grant railroads to roads for transportationsendees rendered the
The Attorney General renews the recom- enlarging the scope of the existing statute as the pnblio interest demands. In viewing the tho Government are given in detail, and are War Department daring the fiscal year 1884 and
mendation contained in his report of last shall commend themselves to the Executive Indian question,he maintains that judicious comprised in the following eummaries. The prior years. The amonnt carried to the surplus
year touching the fees of witnesses and and the Commissionerscharged with its ad- treatment of the Indian question will prevent accounts with Ihe Pacific roads as to moneys fund June 30, 1884, was $1,010,548.18.
the recurrenoeof hostilities between the red
bnrors. He favors radical changes in the fee ministration.
actually covered in to their credit, but taking . The appropriations for the fiscal year ending
and the white men. In supportof this opinion,
A NATIONALBANKRUPT LAW.
nill, the adoption of a system by which attoraccount of the moneys in the sinktni fund June 30, 1885, were ai follows: Salaries, continhe
cites
the
fact
that
there
have
been
no
redent
In view of tho general and persistent demand
Jeys and marshals of the United
States should
.
‘ " throughout
1 by the United States Treasureror of the gent expenses, and postage, $9^)68.624.56;miloutbreaks.
In
the
face
of
inadoouate
approthe
commercial
community
for
a
be compensatedsolely by salaries, and the
compensationfor servlooe not settled at the itary establishment,army and military acadpriationsthe work of educating the Indians
national bankrupt law. I hopq that the differ
emy, 124,742,183.50;
public works, tnolndlng river
ere ctlon by the Governmentof a penitentiary
time, are as follows:
and harbor improvements, $15,687,486;mlsoelfor the confinementof offenders agsmst its laws enoes of sentiment which hsive hithertopre- Las been pushed vigorously.Five boardtwelve day schools
vented its enactment may not outlast the pres- ing schools
lanoous objects,$3,052,3oa47;total, $45,670,561.53.
THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
were erected daring the year, making
The estimates for the fiscalyear ending Jnno
Of the varied governmentalconcernsIn ent session.
the total nnmber elghty-oue boarding30, 1886, are as follows: Salaries,contingentexcharge of tie Interior Department, the reports
THE CHOLERA.
of its Secretary presentsan interesting sumThe pestilence which for the past two years schools, seventy-six day-schools, and six schools
mary. Among the topics deservingparticular has been raging In the countries of the East, re- of industrial labor. These find a strong auxilattention, I refer you to his observations re- cently made its appearancein European pons iary in sectarianschools. All the institutions
improvements, and new scaocast fortifications.
specting onr Indian affairs, the pre-emption and with which we are In constant communication. are doing good work, but they will not be able
^M07^^;^lHcdlftneouB^je^,^W)5,14LM|
timber culture acts, the failure of railroad com- The then Secretary of the Treasury,in pur- to obtain their full efficiencyuntil some system
is
devised
by
which
the
educated
Indians
can
put
panies to take title to lands grantedby the Gov- suance of a proclamation of the President,
year 1886 are below those for 1885. with few «ernment, and the operations of the Pension issued certain regulationo restrictingand, to use the intelligencethey have gained, instead
ceptlons, the principal Increase being for fortid*
Office,the Patent Office, tho Census Bureau, and for a time, prohibiting the importation of of allowing it to fall into disuse while they lapse
cations and other works of defense, $6,803,000 s
the Bureau of Education.
rags and the admission of baggage of im- into their former modes of life. Speaking of
building for signal office, $350,000;artificial
- F
migrants ancj of travelers arriving from this defect, the Secretary says:
THE INDIANS AGAIN.
"It has been the great object of the department
limbs, $450,000; and Biipi>ortof the National
Allusion has been made already to the circum- infected quarters, I jest this course may have
I
In dealing with the Indian to make him selfHomo for Disabled Volunteer Boldlers,$199,
095.88.
stance that, both as between the different Indi- been without strict warrant of law 1 approve
supporting. When an Indian youth has been
The
The reportsoimuiury
of military com
commanders
manaera snow
show an
an tribes,and as between Indiansand whites, the recommendation of the present Secretary,
s
taught
to
labor
he
is
self-sapporting,
If an opunprecedented
quiet
among
the
Indians,
there
the past year has been one of unbroken peace. that Congress take action in the premises, and
portunityis presentedto him to secure employ8
8 8
having been reported daring the year no disIn this circumstance tho President is glad to 1 also recommend tho immediate adoption of
ment. One great difficulty met with is, that
turbance to oanse the firing of a single musket
find a justification for the policy of the such measures as will be likely to ward off the when tho young of both sexes retnrn to the
Tho policy of concentratingthe many small
Government in dealing with the Indian dreaded epidemic and to mitigateits severity agency there is no remunerative employment
frontier outposts in larger permanent stations,
question,and a confirmationof their views in case it shall unhappily extend to onr shores.
for them. They lack capital to open and
which the rapid extension of railways has made
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
which were fully expressed in his first comcultivate a farm, and if they have acquireda
feasible, has been continued as far as the apThe annual report of the Commissioners of
munication to the Forty-seventhCongress.Tho
trade, they find no employment of that
propriationsfor barracks and quarters would
Secretary urges anew the enactment of a statute the District of Columbia reviews the operations
character. It is as necessary that some
permit This concentration is resulting
for tho punishment ot crimes committed on In- of the several departments of its municipal
employment
should
bo
secured
for
them
as
greatlyincreasedeconomy of supply and the
dian reservations,and recommendsthe passage Government.I ask your caretul consideration
it
is
to
teach
them
to
labor.
An
Indian
edimprovomont
inrovomont ot
of military discipline.
of the bill, now pending in the House of Kepre- of Its suggestionsin respect to legislation,espeThe Superintendentof the Military Academy
relate ucated at Government expense should not be alsentatives, for the purchaseof a tract of is, m o cially commending such -•
lowed rations, but should receive encourageat West Point reportsan improvementIn the
square miles from the Sioux reservation.Both to a revision of tho civil and criminalcode, the
tone and disciplineof the corps, and the Secreperformanceof labor by persons sentenced to ment to labor by donations ot stock, Impleof these measures are worthy of approval
tary rAomraendsthe rigid enforcement of the
raprlsonmentin tho Jail, the construction and ments of agricnltnrc, etc., and then be
I concurwith himnlso in advising the repeal of
compelled to take care of himself. He has the
statute which prohibits the return to the acadtho pre-emptionlaw; the enactment of statutes occupationof wharves along the river front.aud
knowledge that enables him to make his living.
emy of any cadet found deficient in his studies
resolving the present legal complications, touch- the erection of a suitable buildingfor District
Give him an opportunity, and if he fails, let 1dm
or conduot,except npon the recommendation ot
offices.
ing lapsed grants to railroad companies, and
the Academic Board. He recommends,also,
give way to those of his noe who will work and
A PENSION TO GENERAL GRANT.
the funding of the debt of the several Pacific
live.
If,
however,
the
Indian
boy
or
girl
prefer
that * professor of law, of the same ranx end
1 recommend tliat in recognition of tho emirailroads under such guaranty as shall effectutenure as the other professors,be placed la
nent services of Ulysses 8. Grant, late General to go out among the whites as a laborer, the
ally insure its ultimatepayment.
charge of the instruction in legal principles now
of the armies of the United States, and twice Government should enoonrage and aid them so
MORMON1BM AND POLYGAMY.
given at the academy.
The report of the Utah Commissionwill be President of the nation, Congress confer on him to do. A little money expended in that way will
The interest among the students in schools
save a large amount that otherwisemust be exread with interest. It discloses the results of a suitable pension. ,
and colleges where military Instruction is given
pended in their support. It ought to be the
MISCELLANEOUSSUGGESTIONS.
recent legislationlooking to the preventionand
by the forty officers assignedto this work by
Certain of the measures that seem to primary object of our dealing with the Indian
punishment of polygamy in that Territorv.
the department is steadily increasing.Oat of a
necessary and expedient
have to make him dependent on himself, and not on
still believe that if that abominable practice can
total avenge attendanceot 6,474 at these Instiobedience to the Consti- the Government; throw him on his own re
be suppressed by law, it can only be by tho now,
tutions, 2,529 attended infantrydrills and 424
most radical legislation consistentwith the tution, recommendedlor your .adoption. souroes, trith such aid only as Is occasionally
needed
and
as
honesty
and
good
faith
on
onr
artillerydrills during the last year.
restraints of the Constitution.
again As respects others of no less importance1 shall
part
demands.
All
educated
Indians
should
be
Tho Secretary recommends that thirty-five
recommend, tlierefore, that Congress content myself with renewing the recommendyears of honorable and faithful service in the
ations already made to the Congress without citizensof the United States, and I suggest that
assume absolute political control
army entitleenlisted mo to be pieced on the rethose who shall complete the regular course at
the Territory of Utah, and provide for tjio ap- restating the grounds upon which such recomt, and
that tho term of enlistment be
tired Hsi
.....
pointment Of a commission with such govern- mendations were based. Tho preservationof tho several manual-laborschools be given
redneed from five to three years as a moans of
mental powers as in its Jtrdgimnt may justly forests on the public domain, the granting of citizenship without their inclining the risk of a
reducingthe number of desertions of men who
Government aid for popular education, the forfeiture of their interest in either tribal lands
and wisely be put into their bands.
become discontentedby reason ot Inaptitude
amendment of the Federal Constitution,so or tribal funds."
MORE ABOUT FOREIGN TRADE.
for tho serviceand the contemplation of the
The Secretaryurges a severe overhaulingof
as to make effective the disapproval by the
In the course of this communication reference
present contract of enlistment
President of particular items in appropriation the laws in relation to the taxation on railroad
has more than once been made to the policy of
The acting Jndge Advocate General report#
bills;the enactment of statutes in regard to the lands. He says:
this Government as regards the extension
the number of trials by general courts- martial
“I again call attentionto the necessityfor
filling of vacancies in Presidential office,and
of our foreign trade. It seems proper to declare
during the year to be 2,280. which is an increase
the determiningof vexed questionsrespecting some legislation to compel tho railroad com•Due July 1,
. ... , over last year of 295; nnmber of convictions for
the general principles that should, in my opinPresidential inability,are measures which may panies having earned the land granted to them
The
total net Indebtednessof the subsidized desertion, 7oo; nnmber of trials by garrison and
ion, underlie our national efforts in this directo take a patent therefor, so that tho States or
railroad companies to tho Government is as fol
tion. The main conditions of the problem may justly receive your serious consideration.
regimental oourta-martlal,
10,983, which is an
Territories in which such lands lie may have the
CONCLUSION.
lows:
be thus state.!:We are a people engaged In meAs the time draws nigh when I am to retire benefits derived from taxing the lands within Due from Union Pacific ............ $50,142,090.49 incrcnso over last year of 1,666, making a total
chanical pursuits, and fertile In invention. Wc
increase of trials by courts- martial of 1,960.
from the public service, lean not refrain from their boundaries. By the failnro of the com
Due from Central Pacific ......... 46,557,045.14 Total number of trials by general, garrison, and
cover a vast extent of territory rich in Agriexpressing to the members of the National panies to pay the costa of surveying, trans
Due
from Sionx City and Pacific. .. 3,159,178.37 regimentalcourts during the year ending Sept
cultural , mod nets ami in nearly all
etc., and apply for patents, a larg
the raw materials necessary for successful Legislature with whom lhavebeon brought into fer,
from Control Branch Union
30, 884, 13,263.
amonnt of lands granted to and held Due
personal and official intercourse my sincere apPacific ............................ 3,076,490.08
manufacture. > We hare a system
The report of the Quartermaster General's
railroad companies under the ml
productive establishmentsmore than preciation of their unfailing courtesy, and of by
Department shows that at the beginning of the
their harmonious co-operation with the ings and decisions of tho Supreme
Total ............................
$102,934,794.08 last fiscal year there remained in the Treasury,
sufficientto supply our own demands ;the wsges
Executive in so many measures calculated to Court are substantially relieved from State tax
of labor are nowhere else so great; the scale of
The sinking-fund accounts of the union and as balances applicableto expenses of prior
promote the best Interests of the nation, and to ation and contributenothing to the fair sup
living of our artisan classes is such as tends to
Central Pacino Companies under tho act of May
years, the sum of $1,295,279.01.There was apport of the burden and revenue of the local
my
fellow-citizens
generally
I
acknowledge
a
secure their personal comfort and the develop7. 1878, amounted on Juno 30, 1884, to $6,084,099.82, propriated for the year tho sum of $10,156,784^5,
and at the same time deny to the
ment of those higher morals and the intellect- deep sense of obligation for the support which governments,
tho
Union
Pacific having to Its credit including $200,000for military posto and $2,600
GeneralGovernment the,‘due,'compensationprothey have accorded me in my administration
of
ual qualitiesthat go to the making of a good
$3,435,576.84
and the Central Pacific $2,648,523.48 for road to National Cemeteryat Chattanooga,
vided by law for the surveys already extended
the Government. Chester A. Arthur.
citizen; our system of tax and tariff legislation
Investments have been made in thetunded-loan Tenn.
n. The balance undrawn on the Suthof
over a portion of the lands and the benefit of
Washington,
Dec.
1, 1*84.
is yielding a revenue which is In excess of the
bonds and currency sixes as follows:
June, 1864, was $1,193,96154.
the enlarged appropriations
intendedto secure
present needs of the Government.
“Union Pacific,principal, $2,270,000;premium
The rejHWt of the Commissary General- of ^
further surveys along the line of the roads. ExThese are elementsfrom which it is sought to
paid, $172,990.43;total, $1,448,090.43.CentralPaSubsistenceshows a total expenditure the last
SAM'S
P«erlcnce has shown that instead of aiding the cific, principal, $1,879,800;premium paid, $179,devise a scheme by which, without unfavorably
fiscal year of $3,217,224.33,of which $1,905.75
Governmontand facilitating the survey and 663.73; total, $1,559,363.73."
changing the condition
of the workingmeu, our
l<fl
was embezzled by an officer ot the army, who
sate of the pnbllc lands along the rentes, and
merchant marine shall be raised from its en
There remains uninvestedto tho credit of the deserted, and, it is believed, fled to Mexioo.
kets p
feebled condition and new markets
provided for Annnnl Report of Mr. Wyman, the the consequentsettlement of the country,the Central Pacific,11,089,150.75;Union Pacific, Tills is believed to be the only earn lost to the
provision has operatedto retard such laudable
the sale beyond our borders of tm
the manifold
$992,485.91;total,$2,081,643.66,
which the Secre- Treasury by the dishonesty of any person In
results,and also has served to enable the comTreasurer of the United States.
fruitsof our industrialencernrlses. The problem
tary reoommends be Invested at once, so that the military service. In the other three inpanies
to obtain snch valuable parcels of land
is complex,and can be solved by no single meas
the several sinking funds may earn a reasonable stances of dishonestydaring the present adas they may find speedy profitin selling,thus
are ot innovationor reform. The countries
ministration, the sums embezzled have been
The annual report of United States Treasurer imposing the full burden of taxation upon their rate of interest.
of the American Continent and tho adjacent Wyman
The Secretary Invites attention to the subject restored. Of the $500,000 appronrlatedby Conshows that the net revenue of the Gov- grantees and other settlets who purchase lands
islands are for the United States the natural
gress for personsmade destitute by the floods
for tho fiscal year ended June 30, 1884, in the same neighborhood, while refusingto of funding the debts of the several Pacificroads,
market of supply and demand. It is from ernment
was less thin that of 1883 by $49,707,712, having take the patents for the larger body of less val and renews his suggestion that the present of tbo Ohio and MississippiRiven, $326,618.24
that we should obtain what we do not produce,
mode
of
payment,
being
uncertain,
be
comwas expended on the Ohio and its tributaries,
been $348,5111809,while in 1883 it amounted to uahle lands npon which snch burden would fall
or do not produce in sufficiency, and it la to
muted to one of fixed obligationshaving the and $160,439.34on tne Mississippi, leaving un$398,287,581. The decrease in the receipts from in the hands of the companies themselves.
them that tho snrplus prodnetionsof onr fields,
same
lien.
He
says:
expended $12,942.42.
customs was $19,089,007;in the receipts from in“It is earnestly to be desired that some means
onr mills, and onr workshops should flow, un
"It is manifestthat the act of May 7, 1878, has
The chief of engineer shows the urgent necesternal rovenne, $23,134,290,
and
in tho receipts of adjustment of these grants, as a whole, be
der conditions that will equalize or favor them
from miscellaneoussources, $8,849,248.From the provided, or some method devised which shall not adequately accomplished lie purpose. It sity of beginning at onoe the oonstrnotlonof
in comparison with foreign competition.
would seem of the highest importance that coust defenses. Steel forts and turrets to resist
aggregate ot these items should be deducted an
under cover of legislativeauthority,not only
RECIPROCAITY TREATIES.
Congress take immediate and final action look- guns which send a projectile weighing a ton
Four paths of policy seem to point to this increase of $1,854,840in the receiptsfrom sales of remedytheevllsnggested,bntenable this depart- ing to the ultimate payment of this indebted- through sixty feet of sand, and which must
end: First, a series or reuiprorcal commercial public lands, leaving the net redaction as stated ment to reach a finalityas to the titles to be con- ness. Under existing laws the debt is steadily have like guns, with machineryto load and
above. The not expendituresaggregated$244,- veyed to these corporationsat the earliestpraotreaties with the countriesof America which
increasingat the rate of $1,000,000per annum. manipulatethem, cannot be bnllt in the time an
126,244, a decrease from the amount in 1883 of
tlcle moment, and thus relieve an anxious and
shall foster between ns and them an unhampI am of opinion that the best method of dealing enemy wonld give after the cessation of diplo$21,281,893.The surplus applicable to the reexcited
public
feeling,
already
sufficiently
ered movement of trade. The conditionsof
duction of the public debt amounted to $104, - aroused, npon the variousdifficult and compli- with this indebtedness wonld be to authorize matic intercourse.
these treatiesshould be the* free admission of
the founding of the debt on an extensionof
The balance in the Treasury July 1, 1883, for
snch merchandise as this country does not 39;',625, a decrease of $28,485,818from that of the cated questions connected with the administra- time, and to require the payment ot fixed Improving harbors and rivers was $10,021,649.68.
previous year.
tion
of
this
momentous
and
important
branch
prodnee in return for admission free
The Treasury reserve for the year ended Nov. of pnblio affatrs. To this end, I most urgently amounts at stated periods. In consider- The amount appropriatedfor 1884 was $1,819,or under a favored scheme of duties of our prod634.C2.and the amonnt drawn from tho Treasury
1, 1884, decreased $12,752,265,
or from $160,822,- recommend that the prompt and serious atten- ation of this extension, the companies
nets, the benefits of such exchange to apply
on
P*3
545 in 1883 to $148,070, 2J0 Nov. 1, 1884. The tion of Congress be invited to the foregoing should be rennlred to file assignments of all was $8,228,703.64, leaving a balance of $3,112.those goods carried under the flags of the
earningsalreadyaccrued for Government trans580.03 in the Treasury July 1, 1884. Of tho 147
partiesto tho contract; tho removal on both cash fell below the 40 per cent, in excess of de- suggestions, and that the several companies be portatton over non-aldcdportions of their roads.
places enumerated In the river and harbor set
mand liabilities,lawfullyrequired, In Angust compelled to take patents for the lands earned,
sides from vessels so privilegedof all tonnage
All
future
earnings
for
like
services
over
all
does and national imposts, so that their only, having been as high as 46 4-10 a year ago, and to pay for the surveys made in accordance roads owned, leased, or operated bv these comvessels may ply unhindered between our and op Nov. 1, 1884, it wa* 42 7-10 per cent with the provisions of the statutes heretofore panies should be pledged by the terms of the act
ports and those of other contracting par- The average since resumption has been 62 D-lO
.
of the Mississippi River was maintaineduninto tho payment of the accruing installmentsof
per cent The amount of standard silver dolIn supportof his position,the Secretary sub- the debt as they mature.
ties, though without infringingon the reterruptedly.During that time $100,000wm paid
lars coined to Bept. 3i», 1884, was $182,380,829,
of
mits
the
following
statement
of
the
estimated
served boms coasting trade; the removal,or
for maintenance of the pass and $50, 000 in interIf It be not deemed by Congress expedientto
reductionof burdens on the exported products which tho Treasury hold $142,349,409.Of this nnmber of acres of land grantedto railroad thus fund the debt, the discretionof the Sec- est on tho $1,000,000retained was paid Mr. Eads,
of those countries coming within the benefits of latteramount $97,094,881 was for the redemp- companies by the acts of July 1, 1862, ajid July retary of the Treasury as to the Investment of
making the total expenditurefor the improve2, 1864, the nnmber of acres on which the cost of
tho treaties;and the avoidanceot the technical tion of silver certificates outstanding. The
ment to tho latterdate, $5, 000,000.
the sinking fund which to now confined to 6 per
‘surveyinghas been paid to Nov. 11, 1884, the cent United States bonds should be enlarged,
restrictions and penaltiesby which onr inter- amount in circulation was $39,801,953.
Tho Secretary urges Congroda to make libDaring the past fiscal year $126,152,572in na
estimated cost of the survey of the remainder as the interest of the whole investmentthus far eral and permanent appropriationstoltho ordcourse with those countries if at present hamtional bank notes were presentedfor redemp- of the grants, and the number of acres patented
pered.
nance
derartmint for the Dnrchase of gnn
made has not yet equaled the premiums paid
Secondlv. the establishmentof the consular tion, being 22 83-100 per cent more than to the companies named np to June 30, 1884:
materialThe steel-makersof the country refor the bonds."
in
the
preceding
year.
This
increase
service of the United H cates on a salaried footThe Secretary expressesconfidence in the quire the inducement of being fairly remunering permitting the relinquishmentof consular in the amonnt of bank notes presentated for outlays necessary to enlarge their
civil-serviceact, and says that the experience of
for redemption,. the Treasurer
fees not only as respectsvessels under the naone and a half years has shown the system to be plants sufficientlyto produce steel in masses ot
tional Hag but also as respects vessels of the says, reflects the condition of the mercantile
anfficlentsize and ot suitable qualityfor gnn
a valuable one, and one that should have the
treaty nations carrying goods entitled to the and monetary affairs of the country as shown
support of both the legislative and construction.The mannfactnre and test of
by reports of Increasingbusiness failures and
benefits
______ of the treaties.
experimental guns will require four or five
the executive departments of the Government.
Thirdly, the enactment of measures to favor decreasingclearing house transactions;end it
The clerks selected do their work well, show- years, and prompt action by Congress in maltthe construction and maintenance of a steam- Is a continuation in the coarse that bank-note
ing that the examinationshave been nnslness- ing this appropriation and establishing Governcarrying marine under the flag of tho United redemptions have been pursuing year by year
like and practical, and disproving the belief ment gun factoriesto secure within treasonasince
1881.
The
aggregate
amonnt
of
banknotes
States.
ble time efficient means of coast defense.
that prevailed to some extent when the act was
Fourthly,the establishmentof anniform cur- presentedfor redemption daring the past ten
passed tha# it wonld bo too technicalto be Pending this Congressionalaction, the departrency basis for the countriesof America, so years, expressedin round numbers, was $1,404,ment to proceeding with the conversion of
prasticaL
that the coined prodnetsof onr mines may ctr- oo ,000— a yearly average of $140,000,000. The
The report reviewsthe progress of the year in smooth-bore guns into rifles;fifty will bo thus
r £ I!
oulate on equal terms throughout the whole sys* actual redemptions varied widely from this aver*
,
he Patent Department, the tenth census, the convertedthis
tem of commonwealths.This would revive a age, running up to $242,000,000in 1877, and fallTho zeal and entepriseof the Greely relief
geological survey,the Bureau of Education,the
s 8 i
1 £
monetary anion of America whereby the outpt ing off to $59,000,000in 1881 ; in tho one case exexpedition
receive
the
highest
commendation,
Yellowstone National Park, the Hot Springs,
ceeding the averageby $102,000,000,and in the
of the bnlUoa-prodnolngcountriesand the cli
ii
the Freedman’s Hospital,the Colombia Insti- and a vlgorons defense to entered against the
1 I Is
cnlation of those which yield neither other faUing $81,000,000below It
assertion of the chief signal officer that after
tution for tho Deaf and Dumb, the Hospital for
The
large
redemptions
of
the
years
1875-79
gold nor silver could be adjusted in conthe Insane, the ArchitecturalDepartment of the arrival of the Proteus .party at St Johns,
were,
to some extent,due to the depressionin
formity with the population, wealth,and comthe Capitol, the new Pentoon Building, and the
mercial needs of each. As many of the businesssucceedingthe financial and commorreconstruction of the Interior Department
? I I
i
countries furnish no bnUion to the com- cial panic of 1873, and the comparativelysmall
Bolldlng, in all of which a gratiflyingcondition
mon ' stock, the surplus production redemptions the last five years (1880 to 1834)
I1
i §
gg e g g
September, the Secretary thinks, would have
is shown to exist.
may be attributed to the recovery during those
of onr mines and mints might thus be utilized,
been practically nselese. Persons whose expeand a step taken toward the generalremoneti- years from the effects of that panic,the increased
rience
and studies give their opinionsVrelfht
zation of silver. To the accomplishment of activity of business,and the benefits attending
Civil Service— Views of Carl Schurz.
were consultedby the Secretaries of War and
the
resumption
of
specie
payments.
The
statisS
5
«
S
£
i?
these ends, so far as can be attained by separate
the Navy, and the conclusionreached that untics of the ten years show that the redemptions
The Washington Star say8 the following der most favorableconditionss vessel could
treaties,the negotiations already concluded and
are Invariably affected by the business seasons,
I
P
P
£
I
now in progress have been directed, and the decreasing in spring and antumn, when trade to
letter, received in that city from Can not have gone further north that Besson than
s a s
5 3 S
favor with which this enlarged policy hasthns
Schurz, gives further assarnnee that Mr- Upernavik, s point 700 miles from Littleton
active, and increasing in midwinter and midfar been receivedwarrants the belief that its
summer, when trade to dull The notes^reClevelaud will faithfullymaintain the civil- Inland, which dtotanoeto impassable for boat*
operations will ere long embrace all, or nearly
or sledge*.
r p
sented for redemption during tho first
service law:
all, the countries of this hemisphere.
The impossibility of overcoming the
months of the current fiscal year are 31 percent
It to by no means desirable, however, that the
New
York,
Nov.
17.
ties
of arctic travel by land or sea was
?! f I I
policy under considerationshould be applied in excess of the amonnt presented daring the
trated
by the fact that two-thirdsof .the f
“Dear
Sib:
In answeringyour letter of
corresponding
period
of
the
past
fiscal year.
to those countries alone. The healthfulenPi § 8 s
party starved to death at Cape Sabine
the
14th
inst.,
I
can
only
wiy
that
I
believe
largement of our trade with Europe, Asia, and
pounds of meat untonched at Cape
Africa should be sought by reducing tariff burMr. Cleveland will faithfully carry out the thirty miles distant, and 250 rations at
In London a man fell in a drunken
dens on such of their wares as neither we nor
civil-service
law. He favored the enactthe other American States are fittedto prodace, fit and broke bin neck. The jury
£.3 ? !
ment of a similar law in this State, and it
and thus enabling ourselvesto obtain in re- fonnd out that his grandfather had
P
s ?
has been strictly observed. I have no
lorn a better market for onr supplies of food,
died of a broken neck, and brought in
Of raw material, and' of the manufactures In
!SS 8 £ g
doubt he will, as President, act upon the
as their /erdict, “Died by the herediwhich we excel
Sabine, and the oonclnelonof the.
name princiide*which heprof^wed and ad
It seems to me that many of the embar- tary visitation of God."
rassing elements In the great national conflict
8
I S3 ?
i
between protection and free trade may thus
.
A colored man in Madison County,
1 1
i 1
is said to v\the father of fifty-six
88 B 8 S
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Woman

This space Is reserved for the
Christian TemperanceUnion.

IT.

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

j|gp

The Mother and Her Children.
I am sadly conscious that thousandsof
mothers are so overburdenedthat the
actual demands of life, from day to day
consume all their time and strength. But
“of two evils choose the less;” and which
would you call the less, an unpolished

has been

iM

made

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

A

stove or an untaught hoy ! Dirty windows,

goods at the One-Price Store of

in the stock of

large

HOLLAND, MICH.

and very fine stock of

1*'

or a child whose confidence you have
failed te gain ? Cobwebs in the corner, or

whose soul

• son over
so

a

crust has formed

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

strong that you despair of melting it

with your hot tears and your
prayers?
I have seen

woman who was

a

fervent

absolute-

thought,who never felt that she could

POWDER

them
woman spend ten minsheet (there were six in

spare a half hour to read or talk with
seen this

ntea in ironing a

arranging the

“sweet white

girl’s

ot her

puffs

suit;’’ thirty

little

minutes

in polishing tins which were already
bright and clean; forty minutes in frost-

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

of Prints, i Dress- Patterns.

A

j

Absolutely Pure.

the washing;) one hour in fluting the ruffles and

also have a stock of

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

ly ignorant of her children’shabit of

—I have

We

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeneu*. More economical
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitudeof low test, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowders. Sold in cant.
Rotal Baking Powdib Co., 106 Wall-it.,N. Y.

HATS AND CAPS.

and

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

in an endless number of styles

Calicos

and designs.

85-wt.

ing and decorating a cake for tea, because

“company was expected."
When the mother, a good orthodox

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Van Oort & Beenwtes,

Christian, shall appear before the great
white throne, to he judged for “the deeds

done

body," and

in the

to

give

Successors to W. C.

COHUCE EAE/I/ST

MELIS.

in her reare sellingand keep for sale some very fine

port of the Master’s treasures placed in her

(To le Concluded.)

to

Bone

AND RANGES.

Scraping.

Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg,111.,
says: “Having received so much benefit
from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty te
let suffering humanity know it. Have
had a running sore

on my

SPRING
HAS COME!
—

A large stock of

leg tor eight

my doctors told me I would have
to have the hone scraped or leg ampuyears;

•

tated. I used, instead, three bottles of

G.

Electric Bitters and seven boxes of Bucklen’s

Arnica Sslve, and my leg

now

is

—

have received a

and Bucklen’aArnica Salve

25c

at

per box by H. Walsh.

a

large assortment of

tors of the Sioux City

in

He

company with Happy Bob Har-

who inthe same time

him and

at

in allfibades.

was

it

was

democrat, and we mast

a

Corsets.

AND COTTON

SILK

which

that kind of

is

as we aired
a man out of

Garden

cured. But then appearances are often
deceptive. However, Tom, whenever
you come this way don’t forget us, for
you will be welcome. Bob’s introduction
nowise preindice us against your

good

being a royal

Farming Tools. GENTS’

i

A

Omoto

NECKWEAR

1

full steck

of

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

G.

fellow, notwithstand-

and White Lead.

Chronic!*.

ious food, without any bitter taste. It

is

We

Barbel Pence

week. Sold in cans only. Most

Jewelry Watches,

economical.

amount

have sold an immense

of it daring the past winter.

WALLACE, HILTON
Druggists,

many departments.Any
list

o

1884.

G. J.

VAN

If it could

City

I

W. VAN DER VEERE

Sir

Samuel W.

Thomas Hardy, W. E. Norris, James
Psyn, F. W. Robinson and Henry W.
ular novelists;while among Americans

Edward

we

Meat Market,

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly * box
&f goods which will help you
___
__jto more money right away
than anything else in this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first honr. The broad road to
lortnne opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once address: Tbok A Co., Angusta,Maine.
42-ly.

A

_
PRIZE

JPmi
S

FREE!

RELIABLE SELF-CURE.

A

favorite
most noted and succ
(now retired) for thj

JAS.

COST.

and

HUNTLEY,

OTHERS

I am prepared to do repairing? and engraving
promptly and in the best manner.

trouble to

VAN DUREN

& CO.,

Props

dhow Goods.

Holland. Mich., May

0.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-lv

Estimates given
which I will sell at astonishingly low prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

in

ol this city to glye os a “call.”

We Intend to keep onr market supplied with the
best and choicest meats that.can be arocured.

Drug.Store.
me
'
.it

R, B,

O. Jewett, J. 8., of Dale, Rebecca

Hard-

Harriet Prescott Spofford.
also, recently, the

story from the pen of the late Ivan
_____ _ having secured the only tyanai from the Russian into English. This
ent it but a sample of the other*
l seem to us that The Independent
t only “fifty-twodividends during
p but, in addition, a stock divP

each department.We advise
to aend lor a free sample

and examine and give

WARD

FIRST

Havtog latelyro-opened the “City Meat Market’
the First Ward, we kindly Invito the cltlsens

BEST, M, D,,Propfr,

Holland, Mich., Oct.

15.

VAN DUREN

fin-

me

a trial.

J. FLIEMAN.
28, 1884.

DO you

KNOW

„

done on short notice.

THAT

and can assure onr patrons that the Lard tinr
chased of ns, is perfectly pare and of fine quality.
0. J.

kinds of buildings-

Planing and Re-sawing

We make

Hollaxd, Mich.. Fsb.

for all

ished and completed.
Call

Everett Hale,

Frank R. Stockton,H. H. Boyesen, Sarah

last

26-1 f

wishing onytblngIn my line can do no better than
by calling on me. I have a large stock ol readymade work in

Lucy, the well known and deservedly pop-

and

BOONE.

Hollaxd, Jnly C8th. 1882.

Inplalnsealedenva
_____ IsMled envelope /VeeTDi^Stscan flU iu
AddrsssDR. WARD A CO., UuMaaa, No.

on hand which I proposeto sell at

Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

not cheaper

LaatManh—dA

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the

if

Sleighs of Every Description

—and a—

its

Baker, the celebrated Egyptian explorer;

The Independent primed

Durability

also have a lot of

FARMERS

show as

story department— we find, among English-

ing Davia

as cheap,

than any party in thla city.

are superior, while in

thef beat everything.The dash is a new device
which cannot be broken.

Come and examine our stock. No

of contributors as The

notice the names of

with the flneat horses and carriagesfor funeral

Milwaukee. These entters for ease and com-

d nirras Strength and

42-tf

monthly

Independent. In a single department—
men, such contributors as

DUREN,

near Eighth,

in existence."

quarterly magazine,with all the matter in

distinguished a

made by the

SPECTACLES

VAN OORT, A BEfiUWKES.

overwhelmingas a monthly or

might indeed be proud

Street,

H.

also keep on band a large assortment of

We promiseprompt and gentlemanlytreatment

England, did not evemate the case when it
said that The New York Independent is

its

a *£

r> i

I

Mail Gazette, of Londan,'

of the ablest weeklies

Market

city,

CUTTERS
s,
of

ever displayed In this City.

GIVE US A CALL.

Hollaxd. Mich.. April 2,

“one

Faacj Goodi

Lock Haven, Pa.

A Great Newspaper.

It Isas

_

The oldest established Stable in the city.

has In stock a nnmbei of the

fort

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

& CO.

and good bargains, to all who trade with ns.

ThePuU

BOOUeT

The largestassortment of

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

Publlthtr,

Lm.taWMIe.
tr

FLIEMAN

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

For Rheumatism, Lumbago, Neuralgia,
Cramp and Colic there is no remedy superior to the genuine Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric OH.

•

Platsta, and

sonable Prices,

Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup has given the best

BURK,

D1TB0IL IPOH.

HE.

Gold and Silver Watches at Rear NorthwesternSleigh Company

WHIPS. PUMPS,

can, without hesitation, say that

Silrm

H.

any

purposes, which I will furnish

DIAMONDS,
COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

WM.

in seat (Tee lb

I have the newest and best HEARSE In thla

J.

Wire

_

The popular wagon manufacturer,

plied with fine wholesome food every day

We

w

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS, On

27, 1884.

-Dealer in-

keep all kinds of

so

economical than the cheap

satisfaction.

•• • v>

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland. Mich.. March

goods offered that the table can be sup-

We

*wv**»*

My

provide their guests with the most delic-

in the

AVJw£V KJl

V

Dr. Hartir’s Iron Tonic is tor Sals by
DRUOOtrra and Dialer* Everywheri.

Otto Breyman

can be obtained of ua.

tobeglTee subscribers Jsa.
14th. Rtf trances: Any Merchant or Banker la the City

csKSsaftfflSOam

always on hand.

The Fashions.—Fine pastry has become
an actual necessity new, and those who
use DeLsnd's Chemical Baking Powder,

much more

AUU

LADI to

O-BOOEB/IBS

The best of

ing your early political educationwas neglected.—

j*

fmiea

I

first class republicantimber is se-

shall in

n.

with Immedlale and woiuleriul results. Hones,
matcles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Tower.
m
snfferlufr from all complaints
peculiar to tlieirsex will And In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe aud speedy
cure. It fives a dear and healthy complexion.
I*e strongest testimony to the value of DR.
Hutbr's Irox Toxic is that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to thepopuurIty of the original. If you earnestly desire health
do not experiment—get Uie ORtoiXAL AXD BUST.

asjr

an “aatoaiaher," for

him up be

n

Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,

whispered in our ear the recommendation
that he

•85,0001*0188

toHarto’skloE,

Hosiery.

•

second Animal Premiums,

Valley Tima,

ris, of the Missouri

troduced

STINE

AL ABA

ADVERTISER

£ubUj£dla!8l.Twenty-

FACTS RECAROINQ

Ginghams.

& Pacific road, paid

his respects to ibis office yesterday.

and

Prints,

Tom Horn, one of the genial conduc-

IT!

DETROIT COMMERCIAL

x(TONIC

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Tickings.
Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.
Wo have

TUT
Send forth*

large Spring] stock of

goods, consisting of

Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a

came

£ IRON
TRUE

THE ONLY

and

POTTEM SONS

YAH

always on band.

sound and well."

bottle,

/

COOKING STOVES,

like these:

An End

GET BEST BABGAI1TS

1884.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th,

care, there will he questiona and answers

and

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk, has charge, and will be found at all hoars,
ready to compound prescriptions in a thoroughly
reliablemanner.

A CO.

1888.

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

Doors/ Blinds,

Mouldings

many other tobaccos.

MULES AM

ET.^H.p^n.0,

>

LflW'5 ftBFDKES, Willard’. Rose-Leaf Fin. Cat To-

GIVE
«,.

X7S

Holland, Mich., June

A
1864.

.tor.

i

O.A.X*X<.
B. B.

27,

>

w
hand.

... *..*.«

wU1 d. kept codiudU, on

*

Hand Railing, Sash

Brackets, etc. made and

A complete assortment of

*-

Ml

Stairs,

BEST,

“tlC

‘SifSS'u’lM
OUppiWf

Lerillud’a Mary

take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
whermr Introduced.

furnished.
Offioo

and shop on

Bluer Street,

near tho corner of Tenth

JAR
have been need

I

t0

1/—U

^

